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introduction

Piwpose

In recent years, teachers nationwide have been using process approaches to
writing instruction to help students become effective communicators. Many
students write major texts over extended periods of time, and in many class-
rooms, writing instruction encompasses a range of interrelated activities that
engage students in pre-writing activities, drafting, and revision) As a part of
this process, student writers often consult with peers, teachers, and parents.'
The aim of these methods is to enable students to produce richer, more
developed pieces of writing.

However, we face a problem when we try to asse:fs the extent to which these
efforts are successful. Traditional methods of evaluating students' writing (in
particular, the timed essay test) are designed to measure a specific facet of
writing ability how well students can write on an assigned topic under
timed conditions." They are not designed to capture the range and depth of
the writing processes in which students engage during process writing
instruction programs.4

It is possible to emulate aspects of the process approach to writing within
the context of traditional writing assessment methods. For example. the time
allocated for writing can be increased, and can even be held over several days
to allow for peer review and other classroom activities (e.g., New Brunswick,
Canada Reading and Language Arts Multi-day Assessment Program).5 How-
ever, holding an assessment over several days poses operational difficulties.
increasing the costs and complexity of assessments.

' Janet Emig, The Composing Processes of hvelfth Grader. s. (Urbana. IL National Council of
Teachers of English. NCTE Research Report No. 13. ERIC Document No. ED 058205, 1971).

Nancy Atwell, "Making the grade." in Understanding Writing: Ways of Observing. Learning. and
Teaching (2nd edition). Thomas Newkirk and Nancy Atwell, editors. (Portsmouth. NH:
Heinemann, 1988).
Hunter M. Breland. Roberta Camp, Robert J. Jones. Margaret M. Morris. and Donald A. Rock,
Assessing Writing Skill. (New York: College Entrance Examination Board. 1987).

' C. K. Lucas. "Toward ecological evaluation. Part 1: ThP Quarterly, 10 (1). 1-3, 12-17. 1988.

New Brunswick Reading and Language Arts Assessment Program. (Ministry of Education, New
Brunswick. Canada. 1991).
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Another way of establishing stronger connections between process writing
curriculums and assessment methods is to adapt an instructional tool
writing portfolios for assessment purposes.' Recently, schools, districts.
and states have been exploring ways of using claSSi00113 writing portfolios to
assess students' writing achievements. Using the writing students have pro-
duced as they engage in process writing programs establishes an immediate
connection between the assessment and the writing process curriculum.'
Recent efforts to adapt writing portfolios for assessment purposes can be
classified into three types: the classroom portfolio, the combination portfolio,
and the assessment portfolio.

The Classroom Portfolio While Classroom Portfolios differ from
classroom to classroom, they usually share several key characteristics. During
the school year, as part of their English/language arts classwork, students
collect their written work in folders. At specific points in the term, they reviev..
their work and create a portfolio by engaging in a process of reflection, selec-
tion, and description. (e.g.. New York City Portfolio Project, ARTS Propel)."

The reflection and selection stages are guided by a set of criteria devel-
oped by teachers and/or students, based on the writing curriculum they are
following.9 These criteria often focus on the depth of student writing (writing
that demonstrates the use of process strategies and writing that shows growth
over time) and on the breadth of student w14ting (writing that illustrates the
range of activities in which students have engaged).

Often the students determine how many pieces to include in their port-
folios, with a minimum of three being common practice. A central element or
these portfolios is the letters or statements students write explaining their
selections and how their choices meet tlw selection criteria. This process of
eviewing and evaluating one's own writing and then articulating one's deci-

sions is considered central to the portfolio experience because it fosters
students' development as writers.19 The classroom teachers assist students
throughout this process and also evaluate the portfolios. Sometimes other

" S. Murphy and M. A. Smith. "Milking about portfolios." The Quarterly, 12 (2). 1990.

D. Ga licher. -Assessment in context: Toward a national writing project model." The Quarterly. 9.
131. 5-7. 1987.

Robert J. Tierney, Mark A. Carter. and Laura E. Desai. Portfolio Assessment in the Reading-
Writing Classroom. (Norwood. MA: Christopher-Gordon Publishers. Inc., 1991).

Roberta Camp. "Thinking together about portfolios: The Quarterly. 12, (2), 8-14. 27. 1990.
Mary Fowles and Claudia Gentile. Evaluation Report of CLINY Lehman's Writing Across the
Curriculum Program. (Princeton, NJ; Educational Testing &mice. 1989).

9 Denny P. Wolf. "Opening up assessment." Educational Learkrship, 45, (4). 24-29. December.
1987/January, 1988.

E. Winner and E. Rosenblatt. "Tracking the effects of the portfolio process: What changes and
when?" Portfolio, 1 (5). 21-26. 1989.
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students, friends, and family read and comment on students' portfolios."
Students may collect portfolios for part of the year, the whole year, or over

their whole academic careers, for one class or all classes.

The Combination Portfolio The second type of portfolio assessment

system uses a combination of approaches to collect writing from students

(e.g., Vermont Portfolio Project)." In addition to asking students to assemble

a portfolio from the work they have collected for their classes, students are

asked to select a -best piece" and to include in their letter describing their
portfolio an explanation of what makes this their best effort. Students rimy

also be asked to complete a writing activity common to all students in a

particular class or group. These three components portfolio, best piece, and

common piece are then evaluated individually by one or more teachers and

evaluative information is presented on each component, resulting in a profile

of an individual student's writing achi vements. Summary statements to

students about their entire portfolios are also made by their classroom

teacher, other teachers. and/or other students.

The Assessment Portfolio The third type of portfolio assessment

system involves administering several common writing activities to students

(e.g., Rhode Island Portfolio Project)." Committees of teachers design a series

of multi-day writing activities that reflect their writing curriculum. On the

same days, using the same administration procedures. the teachers have their
students engage in these activities. They collect the students' work in folders

and have the students review their work and write letters explaining which

activity yielded the best writing and from which they learned the most. A

committee of teachers then meets to score Lie students' responses to each

activity. The result is a profile of each student's achievements relative to the

common tasks. This type of portfolio differs from traditional essay assessments

in that the activities are designed to match a specific school's or state's cur-

riculum and the students' work is accomplished as part of their regular
classroom activities rather than under standardized assessment conditions.

The 1990 ,VilEP Pilot Portfolio Study In keeping with these new

developments. the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) has

begun exploring alternative methods of assessing students' writing achieve-

ments methods that focus on the writing students regularly produce as

part of their classroom activities. NAEP conducted a pilot portfolio study in

" J. Flood and D. Lapp. "Reporting reading progress: A comparison portfo4o for parents." The
Reading Teacher, 42.17), 508-514. 1989.

'2 R. P. Mills, "Portfolios capture rich array of student performance." The School Administrator. 8-
11. 1989.

" Mary Fowles and Claudia Gentile. Validity Study of the 1988 Rhode Island Third-Grade Writing
Assessment. (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing Service. 1989).
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1990 in order to explore the feasibility of conducting large-scale assessments
using school-based writing. The main purposes of this pilot study were: (1) to
explore procedures fur collecting classroom-based writing from students
around the country; (2) to develop methods for describing and classifying the
variety of writing submitted; and (3) to create general scoring guides that
could be applied across papers written in response to a variety of prompts or
activities.

To this end, a nationally representative subgroup of the fourth and eighth
graders who participated in NAErs 1990 writing trend assessment was asked
to work with their teachers and submit one piece of writing that they consid-
ered to be a sample of their best writing efforts. The goal was to create a
"Nation's Portfolio" a compilation of the best writing produced by fourth
and eighth graders inclassrooms across the country.

NAEP analyzed and summarized these samples of writing along with teach-
ers' descriptions of the assignments that produced them. In addition, NAEP
compared students' school-based writings to their responses on the 1990
NAEP writing assessment to examine relationships between these two modes
of assessment. This report describes the procedures used to collect, describe,
and evaluate the school-based writing in this special pilot study.

The 1990 writing assessment was a trend assessment prompts that had
been developed for the 1984 assessment, and readministered in 1988, were
also given in 1990 in order to measure changes in students' writing achieve-
ments across the six-year period. In 1992, NAEP will continue the writing
trend assessment, as well as conduct a new writing assessment comprised of
iniormative, narrative, and persuasive writing prompts developed specifically
for the 1992 assessment. While the trend writing assessment has nut changed
since 1984, the new 1992 writing assessment reflects recent developments in
the field of writing instruction and assessment. For example, the time allo-
cated for writing has been expanded to 25- and 50-minute periods. Also, a
planning page has been included after each prompt, to encourage students to
reflect and plan their responses to the topics. The 1992 assessment will also
include a revised and expanded version of the 1990 pilot portfolio study and
participants will be selected from among those students taking the new
regular writing assessment.

Collecting Student? Writing

The Participants Approximately 4,000 students who participated in the
1990 NAEP writing assessment 2.000 students at grade 4 and another 2,000
students at grade 8 were invited to participate in the special portfolio study.
Based on traditional NAEP sampling procedures, this group would have been a
nationally representative sample of the nation's fourth and eighth graders.

0 5



However, only 55 percent (1,110 students) of the fourth graders and 54 per-

cent (1,101 students) of the eighth graders and/or their tnchers accepted this
invitation. While these response rates provided enough papers to permit an
analysis of the writing submitted on a pilot basis, as statistical samples they

were too small to make generalizations about all of the nation's fourth and
eighth graders' writing performances.

While the participants did not represent a national sample of students, they

were from all of the major geographic regions and from various types of
communities, including nrral, suburban, and ler city. They represented a
variety of racial/ethnic backgrounds as well as a balance between males and

females (see Appendix A for details on tile demographic characteristics of the

participants).

Compared with the entire group of students who participated in the 1990

NAEP writing assessment, the participants of this study differed in some

respects. Slightly higher percentages of the portfolio pilot study participants:

were above the modal ages of the sample (ages 9 and 13).
attended schools in advantaged urban communities, reported
having higher grades,
reported having a greater number of reading materials at home,

and
received slightly higher scores on the NAEP writing assessment
tasks.

When considering the data from this pilot study, it is important to keep in

mind that the students who participated appear to be somewhat older. higher
achieving, and more advantaged than the larger population of students

assessed by NAEP in 1990.

The Procedures In the spring of 1990, at the time of the NAEP writing
assessment, the English/language arts teachers of participating students were
asked to help several of their students choose a sample of their own best

writing from the work the students had completed so far in the 1989-90
school year. No more than 10 students from any given class were selected to
participate. Teachers were asked to encourage their students to choose pieces

that had involved the ise of writing process strategies (such as revising suc-

cessive drafts, using reference sources, consulting with others about writing).

NAEP also asked teachers to attach a description of the activities that gener-
ated the students' writing and to comment on any process strategies the

students used to produce their writing.

6



Teachers then submitted their students' writing to NAEP, along with a copy
or description of the activities that generated the writing and any available
drafts or prewriting samples. These pieces were used to create two national
portfolios or collections of students' classroom writing one containing the
writings of fourth graders and the other containing the writings of eighth
graders.

Unfortunately, due to the complex procedures NAEP employs to select
students to participate in its assessments, we were unable to inform teachers
at an early date which of their students would be participating in this study,
with some teachers receiving only several days' notice. Thus, for the pilot.
teachers and students did not have much time to review the students' writing
and select best pieces. Based on this experience, a procedure for giving
teachers more advance notice of the upcoming portfolio assessment was
developed for the 1992 NAEP Portfolio Study. It is hoped that, by giving the
participating teachers in 1992 several months' notice. the 1992 results will
be representative.

Outline of this Report

This report is divided into four sections. Chapter One describes the writing
received from the students and information from participating teachers about
the activities that generated the writing. Chapter 'Asto explains the procedures
used to evaluate the writing students submitted as well as the results of this
evaluation. Chapter Three compares the results of the NAEP 1990 writing
assessment with the analysis of participants' school-based writing samples and
summarizes the lessons learned from this portfolio study. The last chapter
contains a set of sample papers, further illustrating how the evaluative guides
can be applied and presenting a sense of the range and depth of writing we
received from participating students.

12



Describing the Writing

The first step in determining the feasibility of analyzing the students' class-
room-based writing was to see whether NAEP could describe and classify the

wide diversity of writing submitted by the participants. Considering that no
more than eight students from any single class were selected to participate in
this study, most of the papers submitted represented responses to unique
classroom activities. The corpus of writing submitted might be so diverse that

every paper would need to be evaluated v.:th a unique set of criteria, which
would make comparing students' classroom-based writing impossible. The
challenge, then, was to develop descriptive criteria that would yield useful
information about the types of writing students submitted. Once this was
accomplished, the next step, moving beyond describing papers to evaluating
performance, could be addressed.

Describing the classroom-based writing collected from students across the
nation yields a profile of the types of writing activities actually occurring in

our nation's classrooms. Classroom-based writing samples provide us with
first-hand information about the writing activities in which students are
engaging, rather than the second-hand information gained from teacher and
student surveys. This information provides a rich context in which to place
the results of NAEP's timed writing assessment. For example, although
persuasive wriLing is featured prominently in the frameworks which underlie
the NAEP writing assessments, the small number of persuasive papers submit-
ted by students in this pilot study indicates that persuasive writing was not
frequently part of their classroom activities.

To accomplish the task of describing the writing submitted. a panel of

writing experts was assembled. Each member had experience developing
writing portfolio programs at the school. district, or state level. After reading a
large sample of the student' papeis, the panel developed a series of descriptive
categories to capture the key features of the students' papers. These categories
focused on: (1) the types of writing submitted; (2) the audience addressed; and
(3) the evidence of resources used. Also noted were: (4) evidence of process
and revision strategies used; (5) evidence of computer use: and (6) length of
texi. A group of trained essay readers then read all of the papers submitted and
applied these descriptive categories to the papers. The results of this analysis

are presented below.

8 13



Types of Writim

As shown in Table 1.1, at both grades 4 and 8 the majority of writing submit-
ted was classified as informative. A large percentage of the papers submitted
were narratives and very few were persuasive pieces, poems, letters, or re-
search reports. One percent of the eighth-grade papers were persuasive letters.
These were classified as persuasives in order to increase the sample of
persuasive pieces available for analysis.

MI:Jell: Types of Writing'

Type of Writing Grade 4 Grade 8

96

Wormative 51 59

Narrative 36 30

Persuasive 1 5

Poems 2 1

Letters 3 1

Research Reports 0 1

SkM Sheets 7 5

'Due to rounding. percentago may not equal 100.

It is interesting to note that several teachers in both grades commented
that they did not begin teaching writing until later in the school year. As a
result, they did not have samples of extended pieces of student writing to
submit. Instead, these teachers sent in copies of work sheets, short answer
quizzes, or spelling lists, which were classified as skill sheets.

At an early stage in classifying students' papers, a distinction was made
between personal experience narratives and fictional narratives, and between
informative reports and analytic reports.'4 We believed that these differentia-
tions would accommodate and acknowledge the variety within both the
narrative and report classifications. 9owever, during the process of developing
the scoring guides. the distinctions between the two types of narratives and
the two types of reports were found to be negligible the same scoring guide

" These categories were based on those used by the California Assessment Program, 1989.

4 9



could be used for both types of narratives and the same scoring guide for both

types of reports. NAEP classified the papers in these domains, therefore, as

either narrative or informative.

Went'
Often writers' perceptions of their audience and their abilities to clearly
address audiences are a central factor in effective writing.'s In addition,
writing experts have emphasized that having students write for a varietyof

audiences enhances their writing abilities." Although NAEP did not query
students specifically about the intended audiences of their papers, their
submissions were analyzed for evidence of intended audience.

Almost all of the fourth- and eighth-grade papers (93 percent and 96 per-
cent, respectively) ,Ippeared to be written to an unspecified audience. Nothing
in these papers referred to a particular audience. Less than 1 percent of the

papers at each grade level were written specifically to the teacher. Also,
approximately 1 percent at each grade were written to an authority figure or
parent. Less than 3 percent at either grade level were written to a friend or
to oneself.

Evidence of the Use of Process Strategies

When analyzing the students' papers, the readers also looked for evidence of
the use of writing process strategies, such as revisions of drafts, prewriting
activities, and peer or teacher collaboration. To locate this evidence, the
readers considered the pieces submitted by the students, as well as informa-
tion provided by the teachers about the writing activitie*.

As Table 1.2 indicates, less than 50 percent of the papers submitted showed
evidence of the use of writing process strategies. Of those papers containing
evidence of revision, only 1 percent at each grade level involved revisions
beyond changes to the surface features of the papers (i.e., spelling, punctu-
ation, capitalization). lipventy-one percent at grade 4 and 31 percent at grade 8
showed evidence of minor revisions. Sixteen percent at grade 4 and 11 percent
at grade 8 showed evidence of having used other process strategies, such as
prewriting (brainstorming, reading, discussing topics with family or friends)

and teacher or peer conferencing.

1$ William F. Brewer. "Literary Them, Rhetoric, and Stylistics: Implications for Psychology," in
Theoretical Issues in Nettling Comprehension, Rand J. Spiro, Bertram C. Bruce. and William F.
Brewer. editors (Hillsdale, NJ: lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1980).

m George Hillocks, Jr., Research on Written Composition: New Directions for Teaching (Urbana, IL
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills, 1986).
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ends 4 Gado II

96 96

Mime of =Or widow 1

Ellie= of thee wishes 21 31

flame of other process strategies* 16 11

Mina of writing puns, told 38 43

*Other process stratigges include peer or teacher confetencing and rewriting activities.

It should be noted that several teachers indicated they sent us "clean"
copies of their students' writing. Although we had asked for drafts and evi-
dence of students' use of process strategies, the teachers stated that they
assumed we wanted final, "error-free" versions of students' work with no
teacher comments on them. To help avoid this confusion in 1992, the direc-
tions to teachers and students emphasize that any prewriting or drafts avail-
able for each piece should be included in the portfolios submitted in 1992.

Evidence of the Use of Resources for Writing

Mother central aspect of recent developments in writing instruction has been
an emphasis on integrating writing and reading and on the role writing can
play in promoting learning across the disciplines." While the focus of this
study was on the writing students did for their English or language arts
classes, the readers also looked for evidence that students had used outside
resources when writing their papers as a further clue to the kinds of writing in
which students engaged.

Table 1.3 shows that the resources used for the majority of papers were the
students' own ideas and observations. This wa, more true for the eighth
graders than for the fourth graders. Note that the categories overlap a
paper may have contained a reference to something read as well as to some-
thing studied in school. Therefore, if totalled, the percentages may exceed 100
percent.

" 1. Moffett and B. J. Wagner, Student-centered Langialge Arts find Reading, K-13 .4 Handbook for
Madras, 3rd edition, (Boston, Mk Houghton Mifflin,
A. Young and T. Fulwiler (Editors). Writim &ran the Discipliner Research into Ructice, (Upper
Montclair, NJ: BoyntonCook, 1986).

1 6
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Table fvicience of Resources foi Writing

%dors owe Ideas, observation

Samethhe Nal

Semethig stalled le wheel

Grade 4 Glade II

96 96

76 87

12 14

13 6

Length of Papers mai Use of Computers

One benefit to using students' classroom-based writing is that, under regular
clubroom situations, students have time to write longer texts than they do

under timed assessment situations. The length of the classroom-based papers
submitted by the fourth graders in this study ranged from eight words to

1,250 words, with a median length of 84 words. The papers submitted by
eighth graders ranged from five words to 4,400 with a median length of 140

words.

Although many schools across the country have computersavailable to

students, it is in4. 7-ging to note that a very small percentage of papers sub-

mitted for the study tre presented on computer printouts: 2 percent at the
fourth grade and 6 percent at the eighth grade.

Types of Act1vWies

Recent theories in literacy education emphasize the benefit of creating rich,

realistic learning contexts in which students are active participants in the

development of their reading and writing abilities.18 Process approaches to

writing instruction also emphasize the active, meaning-creating aspects of

writing.'9 Under these approaches teachers alternate between activities that
require students to select their own topics, purposes, and audiences for writing

and activities in which the teacher (or other students) specify a topic. The goal

is to give students a wide range of experience with writing. In school and
beyond school, students will be asked to write for their own as well as for other

people's purposes. Therefore, a central goal of writing programs is to enable

students to be effective writers under both self-directed and authority-directed

conditions.

" Angela Jaggar and M. Mak Smith-Burke. Observing the Language Learner, (Newark DE:
International Reading Association and Urbana. IL: National Council of Teachers of English.

1985).

"' Judith A. Langer and Arthur N. Applehee, How Writing Shapes Thinking: A &tidy of Malting
and Learning, (Urbana, IL National Council of Teachers of English, 1987).
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Fifty percent of the teachers who participated in this study included a brief
description of the activities that generated their students' writing. Less than
1 percent of the activity descriptions submitted by teachers at either grade
indicated that students had been asked to select their own topics.

The remaining activity descriptions were analyzed and then classified
according to how specific the activities were and what sources of knowledge
students were required to draw upon to complete the activities. This analysis
yielded four main types of activities: general prompts, focused prompts,
content reports, and integrated activities. "Prompts" are any topic, situation.
stimulus, or assignment given to students to elicit a sample of writing. In
keeping with recent theories about the importance of context in literacy
learning, writing instruction and assessment experts maintain that an effec-
tive writing prompt (or instructional activity) should not only specify a topic
for the writer, but a clear audience and purpose as well?

Table 1.4 summarizes the percentage of activities in each category. None of
the persuasive paper s had activity descriptions from the teachers, so only the
two major domains, narrative and informative, are presented below.

I a

Informative

Grads 4 Grade 8

Narrative

Giade 4 Grade 8

Total

Goode 4 Grade 8

96 96 96 % 96 96

&wand

Muffs 47 48 89 82 68 60

Fooled

Muslin 17 22 6 12 12 18

Content

Reports

hytegrates1

28 22 1 5 15 16

Activities 8 8 4 2 6 6

'Due to rounditg. percentages may not equal 100.

Gene7a1 I Wiling Prompts Sixty-eight percent of the fourth-grade and
60 pe:cent of the eighth-grade activities could be classified as General Writing
Prompts. In these types ot activities the teachers gave the students a general

" Edward M. White. Teaching r.nd Assessing Writing, (San Francisco, CA Josey-Bass Publishers,
1986).
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topic about which to write, but did not focus their attention on any single

aspect of the topic. Nor do these prompts make explicit to students an audi-

ence or purpose for their writing. The overwhelming majority of narrative
papers fit into this category, as did almost half of the informative papers.
Below are two examples of this type of activity.

1.0*.

Write about Thanksgiving. Choose one of the following topics:
what Thanksgiving means to me or what lam thankful for.

(eighth grade)

fn.
Look at the copy of the photograph I gave you (a bicycle lying

on its side on a country road). Write a story that refers in some

way to this bicycle.
(eighth grade)

GPO

Focused Itriting Prompts Overall. 12 percent of the fourth-grade and

18 percent of the eighth-grade activities described by the teachers could be
classified as Focused Writing Prompts. With these activities, teachers specified
for students not only the topic and the task but an overall purpose. Sometimes

activities in this category also specified an audience and criteria for effective
writing. Only 6 percent of the fourth-grade and 12 percent of the eighth-grade
narrative papers were written in response to focused prompts; 17 percent of

the fourth-grade and 22 percent of the eighth-grade activities that generated
informative pieces specified audience and purpose. Below are two examples of

this type of activity.

00,
Writing Situation: Your day is going badly. You were late to le

first period, you forgot your math homework, you left your lunch

on the bus, your pen ran out of ink, and your locker combination
didn't work! To top it all off, you suddenly realize that since
yesterday you have shrunk two inches.

Directions for Writing: Write a story about what happens to

you next. Let your reader know how you feel, what you think and

see, how people treat you, and what happens after you discover
you are actually shrinking. Write a readable story that will enter-

thin and surprise your readers.
(eighth grade)

1.0*
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04),

students were asked to write an informative paragraph giving
a advice to a ytkinger sister or brother about how to get along in

school or how to get along with the teacher.
(eighth grade)

Content Reports Although we had asked for papers students had
written for their English or language arts classes, some students submitted
papers on science or social studies topics, indicating the use of writing acros:
the curriculum.

Overall, 15 percent of the fourth-grade and 16 percent of the eighth-grade
activities fit into the third category: Content Reports. These activities required
that students write papers reporting on information they learned from class-
work and/or readings. Papers about historical figures or concepts in science
are examples of this type of activity. Also in this group are book reviews and
reactions to fictional stories.

Only 1 percent of the fourth-grade and 5 percent of the eighth-grade narra-
tive activities fit into this category.'11venty-eight percent of the fourth-grade
and 22 percent of the eighth-grade informatives were Content Reports, Below
are two examples.

as").

After all r.f the students read a story that dealt with emotional
change, t" le students were told to write their own story involving
an emotional change. They were to use the one they had read in
class as a model.
(eighth grade)

44).

Based on our lesson about Paul Revere, write a dialog
between Paul Revere and a newspaper interviewer. The inter-
viewer should ask Paul Revere for details about his role in
the American Revolution.
(eighth grade)

104>

Integrated Activities Very few of the activities, 6 percent at both grades
4 and 8, appeared to be part of multi-day, multi-stage, integrated activities,
where teachers engaged students in a series of classroom activities around a
central theme or text. Below is an example of this type of activity.

15
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ao.
1. Story starters were distributed to students (such as: "Tom

'flukey was a big turkey. Now I don't mean an ordinary big
turkey. No sir! ! mean an extraordinary, gigantic turkey. In
fact, Tom Thrkey was so big that. . .").

2. The class brainstormed together. They shared ideas about the
sr different story starters, jotting down notes for their own

Pa Pers.

3. Students selected one of the story starters and wrote first

drafts of a story.

4. The next day, they divided into groups of three to share their
first drafts. Croup members offered ideas to revise/improve
each others' stories. They also helped with sentence structure
and other grammatical problems.

5. The third day, proofreading guidelines were discussed and
students worked in pairs to proofread each others' stories.

6. Students prepared a final draft of their stories and shared them

as part of the Thanksgiving celebration.
(fourth grade) ae

Summary

Although participants in this study came from different classrooms in differ-

ent schools across the country, and they wrote on a wide ,ariety of topics. the

papers they submitted had some commonalities. Most of the papers we re-

ceived were either informative or narrative pieces, written for an unspecified

audience, in response to general writing prompts or content report activities
from their teachers. Less than half of the papers showed evidence that their

writers had employed process strategies in producing them, and most were
based on the students' own ideas and observations. In addition, the papers at

both grade levels varied widely in length, while few were written on computer.

One of the major lessons we learned from our initial examination of the
students' classroom-based writing was the need tocollect more systematic
information about the types of activities in which studentt had engaged. As

part of the 1992 NAEP Portfolio Study design, a brief teacher questionnaire,
asking for more specific information about the activities that generate the
writing students select for their portfolios, is included. Also, students are

asked to write a letter explaining why they included the pieces they selected.
Likewise, the need to include evidence or information about the use of process
strategies is emphasized in the directions to both students and teachers.

16
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Evaluatiq the Writing

Dove le*g Evaluative Guides

In order to broaden the information gained about students' classroom-based
writing performance as well as the context for writing, NAEP wanted to
explore the feasibility of evaluating writing obtained from a variety of prompts
or activities. For its regular writing assessments, NAEP typically develops
specific scoring guides for each of its writing prompts. The limitations of this
approach for evaluating diverse samples of school-based writing are obvious.
With more than 250 classrooms involved in this study, developing a scoring
guide for each unique assignment would be impossible. Therefore, NAEP
explored the idea of developing scoring guides specific to each of the major
domains identified through our descriptive analysis: narrative, informative,
and persuasive. To accomplish the task of developing domain-specific scoring
guides. NAEP assembled a team of elementary teachers, secondary teachers,
and teacher educators.

Using samples of the writing, NAEP staff worked with the team of teachers
to develop scoring guides for the two most commonly submitted domains:
informative and narrative. Because NAEP also assesses students' persuasive
writing in the regular assessment, we developed a scoring guide for the per-
suasive papers, even though very few persuasive papers were submitted. The
process the team of teachers used to develop the guides involved three major
stages: reading and sorting; classifying and consensus; and describing and
confirming.

Reading and Sorting Beginning with the informative pieces, the team
first read approximately 60 randomly selected papers from each grade level.
which comprised about 10 percent of all the informative papers. Based on a
general, holistic impression. team members sorted the papers into four to six
groups ranging from highest to lowest.

This stage involved confirming that all of the papers first classified as
informative were genuinely informative. The team defined informative as
those papers that had, implicitly or explicitly, the purpose of conveying infor-
mation or ideas. Thank you letters and opinion statements are examples of
some of the papers that were reclassified because their purposes were not
primarily informative. Research papers that used more than five reference
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sources, although informative in purpose, were so much longer than most of
the other informative papers that they were placed in a separate category.

Also, papers in which the teacher provided students with the first sentence
to each paragraph seemed more like elaborated fill-in-the-blank worksheets
than original papers. These were reclassified as skill sheets.

Classifying and Consensus Next, the readers compared the way they
each had sorted the papers. discussing which papers represented high, me-
dium, and low levels of performance. In the process, they discussed a range of
criteria that could be used to evaluate writing in general and informative
writing in particular. Their goal was to identify levels of development in
informative writing.

To this end, the team decided to focus on the cognitive elements of the
papers. When rereading the papers. they asked themselves, "How much
information is the student conveying in the paper?" "What kinds of relation-
ships do the writers establish between the ideas and information?" "How
developed are the ideas and information?"

As the discussion progressed, the team members articulated the criteria
they each used to place papers into categories. This discussion continued until
a common set of criteria could be agreed upon and specified.

Describing and Confirming Using the common set of criteria, the
team then described a range of performance for informative writing. Papers
that exemplified each level of performance were selected. The team then
applied the criteria to a new set of papers from each grade level (another 10
percent of the informative papers), refining their descriptions.

At first, the fourth- and eighth-grade papers were read separately, the plan
being to develop different guides for each grade level. However, after the
informative guide had been developed for the fourth-grade papers, and the
group moved on to consider the eighth-grade informative pieces. they found
that the same criteria could be applied to both grades.

The procedures outlined above also were used to develop scoring guides for
the narrative and persuasive pieces. Narrative papers were defined as pieces
that described a sequence of events, real or imagined. Persuasive papers wer;..-
those letters, paragraphs, or essays that stated a position or opinion primarily
for the purpose of persuading or convincing. The idea of developing one
gene, scoring guide for all papers was discussed. However, the scoring guide
development team concluded that the purposes and methods of development
for the three domains were so different that they required separate sets of
criteria for evaluation.
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Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 present the three scoring guides developed. Each
guide classifies papers into six main levels. Later in the chapter, samples of
students' papers are presented for each of the levels within these guides.

The iVarrative Scoring Guide In reading and evaluating the narrative
papers. the scoring guide development team focused on several key features
of narrative writing. First, they loosely defined a story as a saies of related
events or happenings. Hence, the first level of the narrative scoring guide is
not termed a "story," but an Event Description becaus& only one event is

described.

Figure 2.1: Narrative Storing Guide

I Event Description. Paper is a list of sentences minimally related or a list
of sentences that all describe a single event.

9 Undeveloped Story. Paper is a listing of related events. More than one
event is described, but with few details about setting, characters, or the
events. (Usually ther-. is no more than one sentence telling about each
event.)

3 Bask Story. Paper describes a series of events, giving details (in at least
two or three sentences) about some aspect of the story (the events, the
characters' goals, or problems to be r,,Ived). But the story lacks cohe-
sion because of problems with syntax. sequencing, events missing, or an
undeveloped ending.

4 Exteedwl Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes, including
details about most story elements (i.e., setting, episodes, characters'
goals, problems to be solved). But the stories are confusing or incom-
plete (i.e.. at the end the characters' goals are ignored or problems
inadequately resolved: the beginning does not match the rest of the
story: the internal logic or plausibility of characters' actions is not
maintained).

5 Developed Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes in which
almost all story elements are clearly developed (i.e., setting. episodes,
characters' goals, or problems to be solved) with a simple resolution of
these goals or problems at the end. May have one or two problems or
include too much detail.

6 Elaborated Story. Paper describes a sequence of episodes in which
almost all story elements are well developed (i.e., setting, episodes,
characters' goals. or problems to be solved). The resolution of the goals
or problems at the end are elaborated. The events are presented and
elaborated in a cohesive way.

20
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The second feature the team saw as differentiating among the narrative
papers was amount of development. The main difference between the second
and third levels of the narrative guide is that, in a Basic Story, one aspect of
the story is somewhat developed, whereas no aspects of an Undeveloped Story
are presented in any detail. The difference between the third and fourth levels
is that many of the events of an Extended Story are somewhat developed at
the fourth level. At the fifth level (Developed Story) almost all of the events are
described in detail.

The third feature of narrative writing the team used to evaluate the papers
was quality of development. Papers classified at the upper two levels, Devel-
oped Story and Elaborated Story, not only contained detailed episodes, but
also included some source of tension or conflict (characters' goals, problems
to be solved, mysteries to be unravelled). These two levels differ in the author's
success in establishing and resolving the tension or conflict. While in Devel-
oped Stories tension is clearly (and often creatively) established, it is not
completely resolved: in Elaborated Stories the tension is both clearly estab-
lished and completely resolved.

The Informative Scoring Guide In reading and evaluating the
informative papers. the scoring guide development team focused on several
key traits of informative writing. First, they loosely defined informative writ-
ing as the presentation of information and ideas for the purpose of informing
an audience. Further, in the proces.s of presenting information, the writer
establishes relationships between pieces of information and/or ideas. The
papers were then classified according to how well the writers had succeeded
in establishing relationships and according to how well they presented the
information to a particular audience for a specific purpose.

The differences between levels one through four are the degree to which
the writers established relationships between the pieces of information in
their papers. The difference between levels five and six is the degree to which
the writers conveyed a sense of audience and purpose. This was often accom-
plished through the use of an overt type of organizational structure.

;
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Figure 2.2: informative Scoring Guide

1 Using. Paper lists pieces of information or ideas all on the same topic1

but does not relate them. A range of information/ideas is presented.

2 Attempted Massie& Paper includes several pieces of information and
some range of information. In part of the paper, an attempt is made to
relate some of the information (in a sentence or two), but relationships

are not clearly established because ideas are incomplete or undeveloped
(the amount of explanation and details is limited).

3 Wove loped Discvssion. Paper includes a broad range of information
and attempts to relate some of the pieces of information. The relation-

ships are somewhat established, but not completely. The ideas are
confused, contradictory, out of sequence, illogical, or undeveloped.

4 Massie& Paper includes a broad range of information and. in at
least one section, clearly relates the information using rhetorical
devices (such as temporal order, classification, comparison/contrast.

cause and effect, problem/solution, goals/resolutions, predictions.
speculations, suppositions, drawing conclusions, point of view, ranking.

exemplification).

5 Perfidy Developed Dims leo. Paper includes a broad range of informa-
tion and establishes more than one kind of relationship using rhetorical
devices, such as those listed above. Information and relationships are
well developed, with explanations and supporting details. Paragraphs

are well formed but the paper lacks an overriding sense of purpose and

cohesion.

6 Developed Dims los. Paper includes a broad range of information and
establishes more than one kind of relationship using rhetorical devices.

such as those listed above. Information and relationships are explained

and supported. The paper has a coherent sense of purpose and audience.

and is free from grammatical problems. An overt organizational struc-

ture is used (such as the traditional essay format).

The Persuasire Scoring Guide In reading and evaluating the persua-
sive papers, the scoring guide development team focused on several key

features of persuasive discourse: stating an opinion or position, supporting
one's opinion with reasons and/or explanation, and attempting to diffuse or

refute the opposing position. While developing an argument by clearly stating
and supporting an opinion may be considered an effective way of persuading

an audience, the team felt that papers which include the recognition and
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refutation of an opposing viewpoint to be more complex forms of persuasion.
They placed the 58 persuasive papers submitted by students along a con-
tinuum of persuasive complexity, ranging from opinion to argumentation to
refutation.

Figure 2.3: Persuasive Staring- Guide

1 Cipbdon. Paper is a statement of opinion but no reasons are given to
support the opinion, or the reasons given are inconsistent or unrelated
to the opinion.

2 Lvtended Opinion. Paper states opinion and gives reasons to support the
opinion, but the reasons are not explained or the explanations given are
incoherent.

3 Partially Developed Argument. Paper states opinion and gives reasons to
support the opinion, plus attempts to develop the opinion with further
explanation. However, the explanations are given but not developed or
elaborated. May contain a brief reference to the opposite point of view.

4 Devel,ed Argument. Paper states opinion, gives reasons to support the
opinion, plus explanations, with at least one explanation developed
through the use of rhetorical devices (such as sequence of events, cause
and effect, comparison/contrast, classification, problem/solution, point
of view, drawing conclusions). May contain a brief summary of the
opposite point of vif w.

5 Partially Developed Refotation. Paper states opinion, gives reasons to
support opinion, explanations, plus attempts to discuss and/or refute
the opposite point of view. Contains an adequate summary of the
opposite point of view.

6 Developed Refutation. Paper states opinion, gives reasons to support
opinion, explanations, plus a discussion and/or refutatic rl of opposing
point of view. Refutation is clear and explicit summarizes opposite
point of view and discusses why it is limited or incorrect.

Applying the Evaluative Guides

Scoring the !lifting After the scoring guides were developed, another
group oi teachers (16 elementary, secondary, and college teachers) was trained
to apply the scoring guidelines to the papers. The training consisted of two
stages: explanation and application. On the first day, the informative scoring
guide was presented and explained to the readers, along with samples of
papers at each level.
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After questions and discussion, the whole group applied the guide to the

same set of 10 informative papers. In small groups, the readers compared the

scores they assigned and then the whole group discussed each paper and

reached consensus on how it should be scored. This process was repeated with

another set of 10 papers, until group members felt confident that they could

apply the scoring guideline consistently and reliably.

The group then scored all of the informative papers. The training proce-
dures were repeated the next day for the narrative papers. Because the number

of persuasive papers was small, they were scored by members of the team who

had developed the scoring guides, rather than by the group of 16 readers.

Interrater Agreement Thirty percent of the papers in each domain

received a blind second scoring the second reader could not see the score

given to the paper by the first reader. Table 2.1 presents the rate of reliability

and agreement between the two readers.

The reliability coefficient is a correlation between the scores assigned to

papers by the first and second readers, taking into account not only when two

scorers disagreed but also the size of their disagreement. Coefficients above a

.80 are considered strong and above .65 are considered good.

With a six-point scale, agreement within one score point, which is called

adjacent agreement, often is also calculated. This is done because increasing

the size of a scale requires that readers make more refined distinctions be-

tween each level. Any percentage adjacent agreement above 90 is considered

strong. Both measures of reliability are presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2,1: Interrater Re liabilities

apd Percent Adjacent Agreement

liability
Coefficient

Pewit Ad loom
Apeeseat

Narratives Forth .76 100

With .82 96

lproatives forth .89 100

EVA .88 99

Perna* as* Nob
EVA .76 96

*There was an insufficient number of persuaswe papers at the fourth grade to compute valid statistics. Interpret

the eighth-grade persuasive statistics with caution due to the small sample size. Note: The scoring was based

on a six-point scale.
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The following section presents the percentage of papers, by grade level, at
each performance level of the narrative, informative, and persuasive scoring
guides. Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.

Narrative Papers Figure 2.4 presents the percentage of narrative papers
at grades 4 and 8 at each performance level of the scoring guide. At the fourth
grade, 11 percent of the students' papers were classified as Event Descriptions,
57 percent as Undeveloped Stories, 26 percent as Basic Stories, 5 percent as
Extended Stories, and 1 percent as Developed Stories.

Paniesps

11%I 3%

57%

I

35%

26%

34%

5%

N = 339 (Fourth Graders) Mill

N = 315 (Eighth Graders) Mil

19%

8%

III. 1% 0% 0%

Event Undeveloped Bask Extended Developed Elaborated

Description Story Story Story Story Story
1 2 3 4 5 6

*Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.

As might be expected, more of the eighth-grade papers received higher
ratings than did the fourth-grade papers. Three percent of the eighth-grade
papers were rated as Event Descriptions, 35 percent as Undeveloped Stories,
34 percent as Basic Stories, 19 percent as Extended Stories, and 8 percent as
Developed Stories. None of the fourth- or eighth-grade papers were classified
as Elaborated Stories.
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informative Papers Figure 2.5 presents the percentage of informative
papers at grades 4 and 8 ateach performance level of the scoring guide. At the
fourth grade, 31 percent of the papers were classified as Listings, 41 percent as
Attempted Disausions, 17 percent as (hdeve4edDiscussions, 9 percent as
Discussions, and 2 percent as Partially DevelopedDiscussions.

41%

30%

17%

27%

N = 559 Veer* Graders) 1111/1

N = 628 (WA Graders)

22%

9% 8%

2%
0% 0%

kkaiphol iledeveleped Distasslea Paddy Dayoloped

Mamba Mamba 4 Developed Discussion

2 3 Discesske 6

5

*Due to munding, percentages may not equal100.

As with the narratives papers, more of the eighth-grade informative papers
received higher ratings than did the fourth-grade papers. Thirteen percent of
the papers were classified as Listings, 30 percent as Attempted Discuzions, 27
percent as Undeveloped Discussions, 22 percent as Discussions, and 8 percent

as Partially Developed Discussions. None of the fourth- or eighth-grade papers

were classified as Developed Discussions.
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Persuasive Papers Figure 2.6 presents the percentage of persuasive
papers at grades 4 and 8 at each level of the scoring guide. Please note that
only eight of the papers submitted by fourth graders and 50 papers submitted
by eighth graders were persuasive, so the percentages below should be inter-
preted with caution.

Figure 2.6: Persuasive Papers'

Porastaiss

0%

N 3 (Fourth Graders)

N 50 (Rigid Graders)

1 0% 0% 0% 0%

Ophion Extended Maly Developed Partially Devebped

1 Opinion Developed Awned Developed Refetation

2 Argument 4 Refutotion 6

3 5

°Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.

At the fourth grade, 25 percent of the papers were classified as Opinions, 50
percent as Extended Opinions, and 25 percent as Partially Developed Argu-
ments. At the eighth grade, 6 percent of the papers were classified as Opinions,
40 percent as Extended Opinions, 32 percent as Partially Developed Argu-
ments, and 22 percent as Developed Argzonents. None of the persuasive
papers at either grade was classified as Partielly Developed Refutations
or Developed Refutations.
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Writing Process Strategies Due to the interest educators have in the
effect the use of writing process strategies has on students' writing, a further
analysis was conducted. The scores students' school-based papers received

were compared to their use of writing process strategies and use of resources
for writing. Appendix B presents a detailed summary of these comparisons.

There were slight, statistically nonsignificant differences between the scores

a paper received and the !ikelihood that the writer had employed process
strategies at both fourth and eighth grades. Likewise, an analysis of students'

us- of resources for writing revealed nonsignificant differences between the

scores their school-based papers received and their use of either their own
ideas, something read, or something studied in school when writing their

papers.

As was mentioned in Chapter One, although we had requested papers that
showed the use of process strategies, less than half of the papers submitted
contained evidence of the use of these strategies. Likewise, only half of the

papers were accompanied by a description from the teacher of the activities
that had generated the papers. Therefore. the comparisons made in this study

between the ratings students' school-based writing received and their reported

use of process strategies and resources for writing are presented for informa-

tion only.

The 1992 NAEP portfolio study will collect more detailed information about
writing process strategies and if all goes well, present more complete infor-

n-iation about the relationships between students' use of these processes and

their writing achievements.

In the next three sections, exampies ofItudei its' papers are presented for
each performance level of the Viree scoring guides, along with an explanation
of how each paper exemplifies the !val. A note about our selections: many
stories submitted by students. est'? :ally by the eighth graders, could be
classified as horror stories. Our samples of the narrative scoring guide reflect
this preponderance of thrillers. Also, the selection of examples was limited to

he papers that could be reproduced legibly.

In addition, the papers at the upper end of the scales are much longer than
those at the lower end. While length alone was not a consideration, all three
scoring guides value development of ideas, information, or the elements of
narratives. Therefore, it would be difficult for a brief paper (one or two para-
graphs) to place above a three on any of these scales.
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bigamies of the Narrative Swim Gakh

Event Description (score of 1) Papers classified as event descriptions
tell about one event. Basically, they say, "such and such happened." Some of
the papers in this category give details about the setting and so appear to be
more elaborate stories. However, they end with a description of a single event,
rather than a series of events. The paper below, written by a fourth grader, is
an example of a simple Event Description.

Undeveloped Story (score of 2) Papers classified as Undeveloped
Stories tell about a series of events. Basically, they say, "one day this happened.
then something else happened, and then another thing happened." However,
the events, as well as the setting and characters, are only briefly described. The
writers give very few details about each event; the story is a listing of related
events.
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Thew stories are similar to front-page newspaper reports, where the basic
facts of a stmy are reported (who, what, when, where) but few details about
why events happened are presented. For example, in the paper below, the
fourth-grade writer uses one sentence to describe each event.
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Basic Story (score of 3) In papers classified as Bask Stories, the
writers go one step beyond a simple listing of related events. One aspect of the
story (the events, the characters' goals, or the setting) is somewhat developed.
However, these stories lack a sense of cohesion and completeness. Events may
be presented out of sequence, some aspect of the story may be confusing due
to problems with syntax, or a key event may be unclear. For example, in the
paper below, the fourth-grade writer describes a series of events and, at the
beginning, develops a problem in some detail (a librarian who puts books away
too quickly). However, the resolution to the problem, although humorous, is
not well developed.
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Extended Story (score of 4) Extentkd Stories go beyond Basic Stories
in that many of the events in these stories are elaborated to some degree. This
degree of development gives a sense of a sequence of distinct story episodes.
Details are given about the setting, the characters' goals, problems to be
solved, and the key events. Yet, these stories may be somewhat incomplete in
that the characters' goals may be left unresolved or the problem posed in the
story's opening never solved. The ending may not match the beginning or the
story's ending may be inconsistent with the internal logic established
throughout the rest of the stoly. Or, as in the example below (written by an
eighth grader), they may be very satisfying, yet not elaborately developed.

It is important to note that, while Extended Stories are not as elaborated or
complex as are Developed Stories and Elaborated Stories, they are successful
stories all of the key story elements and events are clearly presented. They
are the simplest type of complete story on this scale.
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Developed Story (score of 5) Devekced Stories describe a sequence
of episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements are some-
what elaborated. Yet, one aspect of these stories is not well developed, such
as the ending or a crucial event. In the example below (written by an eighth
grader), each episode is somewhat developed, but could be further elaborate&
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Elaborated Story (score of 6) No papen were considered to be Elabo-

rated Storks. lb be classified as elaborated, stories had to present a sequence
of episodes in which almost all of the events and story elements were well
developed. Goals or problems introduced in the beenning were well resolved
by the end, characters' motives were well developed, and the entire story was a
cohesive, unified whole.

In the example below, the eighth-grade writer of "The Black Rose" retells
the pia of a Halloween movie. In it, the writer effectively pnesents each
episode, leading to a spine-tingling ending. The only discordant note is the
orvasional switching of narrative voice between first person and third person.
A revising of this story that included a consistent use of narrative voice would
make this an example of an Elaborated Story. (As is, this story received a score
of 5.)
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Exam; los of the Informative Scorig Guido

usting (sco,, of 1) In the first categoiy, LLsting, the writer presents
pieces of information Or ideas all on the same topic. While the papers may
contain a range of information about the topics, no attempt is made to relate
the ideas or information. For example, in the paper below, the fourth-grade
writer lists a series of facts about bones, but these facts are not connected to
each other, except that they are each about bones.
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Attempted Discussion (score of 2) As with papers classified as List-
imps, Attempted Disaissions present a range of information Or ideas about a
topic, but they go beyond Listings because some attempt is made to establish
relationships between the pieces of information or ideas. However, these
relationships are not clearly established. The ideas or information may be
incomplete or undeveloped.

For example, in the paper below the fourth-grade writer presents a range of
information about horses and, in the first and second sentences, begins to
develop the subtopics of color and diet by giving examples. Yet, these examples
are only mentioned in passing and are not developed enough to present a
generalized view of horses supported by detail.
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Undeveloped Discussion (score of 3) PaPers classified as Undevel-
oped Discussions go beycmd Attempted Discussions in that the attempt to
caddish relationships between ideas or information is more successful. Clear
connections are made between information or ideas in at least one part of the
paper. However, the information and ideas are not well developed. They may
be confused, contradictory, out of sequence, illogical, or undeveloped.

For example, in the paper below (written by an eighth grader), the writer
explains how watching television might influence students. This is more than
a simple assertion that television influences viewers and more than a listing of
the ways it can influence viewers. Through a brief description of a scenario,
the writer explores the mechanism by which students can be influenced.
While this approach is effective, the ideas are not developed or elaborated: the
paper is more the beginning of a discussion on the topic than a complete
discussion of the issues involved.
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Discusskm (score of 4) Discussims are more complex than At-

temptedDiscussions or Undeveloped Dfrcussions because, in at least one
section, the writers clearly relate the ideas or information. A signal of this
level of development is the use of rhetorical devices (such as temporal order,
classification, definition, comparison/contrast, cause and effect, problem/
solution, goals/resolutions, predictions, speculations, drawing conclusions,
point of view, ranking by importance, exemplification) to relate some of the
information and ideas presented. However, these papers do not take the next
step and relate all of the ideas or information presented to an overarching
purpose. Thus, while these papers retain their focus on the main topic being
addressed, they also seem to skip from subtopic to subtopic.

For example, in the paper below, the fourth-grade writer gives a range of
information about opossums. Each paragraph deals with a specific aspect of
opossums and the writer uses examples to illustrate and explain these acpecf.s
(i.e., in the third paragraph, the writer employs several examples to illustrate
the small size of baby opossums). Yet, the paper don not have an overall sense

of purpose there is no apparent reason for the ordering of these pieces of
information about opossums.
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Partially Developed Discussion (score of 5) In Partially Developed
Discuscions, information and relationships are established and well developed,
with explanations and supporting details. The paragraphs tend to be unified
and well formed. However, the paper lacks an overriding sense ot purpose,
audience, and cohesion. The writers of these papers present a wide range of
information on a topic, organize this information clearly, develop most of the
aspects of this topic, yet do not create a context for their discussion that
envisions a wider communicative purpose.

For example, the fourth-grade writer of the paper below has a definite voice,
exhibitnng much enthusiasm about the topic. Each paragraph develops a piece
of information about bison, including transitions from one subtopic to the
next. However, what is missing is a sense of audience and the overall purpose
for writing about bison. Despite the writer's clear voice and effective manage-
ment of details, it is unclear to whom the paper is directed and for what
purpose.
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Developed Discussion (score of 6) For papers to be considered

Developed Discussions they had to contain all the elements of the previous
category, and also present a coherent sense of purpose and audience. A signal

of this level of writing is the overt use of organizational structure and excel-

lent command of the conventions of written English. No papers in the 1990

sample were rated as Developed Discussions.

Examples of dm Persuasive Scorkg Guide

Opinion (score of 1) In the first type of persuasive writing, Opinions,

the writers assert an opinion, but do not develop or explain this opinion in any
detail. Sometimes they give reasons to support their opinion, but these rea-

sons are unrelated to the opinion or contradict one another. For example, the

paper below, written by a fourth grader, states an opinion about trick-or-
treating ("it is fun") with one reason to support this opinion ("you get lots of

candy"). Then the writer gives several pieces of information relating to the
danger of trick-or-treating that seem either unrelated or contradictory to the
opinion that trick-or-treating is fun.
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Extenthd opinion (score of 2) Extended Opinions include a state-
ment of opinion and reasons to support the opinion. However, the reasons are
only briefly presented or the explanations are confusing.

For example, the paper below, written by an eighth grader, states an opinion
(1 would like to go to the fair by myself.") and lists several reasons in support
of this opinion ("I am old enough," "I have a job to keep money," and "I am
responsthle."). The last reason is somewhat elaborated ("I take care of the
house and everything."). However, this elaboration is not directly connected to
the opinion it does not explain why taking care of the house makes one
responsible enough to go to a fair alone.
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Partially Developed Argwnent (score of 3) Partially Developed

Argwnents include an opinion statement and clear reasons to support the

opinion. They also contain attempts to develop the opinion with further
explanation. However, the explanations given are not developed or elaborated.

These papers may also contain an implicit reference to an opposing point of

view opposite to their own.

For example, the eighth-grade writer of the paper beim states an opinion
("Students must behave during open lunch.") and gives elaborated reasons to

support this opinion. However, the reasons and elaborations are confusing.

The first paragraph seems to relate, implicitly, to an opposing point of view,

the second paragraph to potential rewards, and the third paragraph to actual

rewards.
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Developed Argument (score 014) In Develwed Arguments, writers
state their opinions with reasons to support those opinion& They also include

at least one explanation that is well developei. Rhetorical devices (such as

sequence of events, comparison/contrast, problem/solution, and classification)

may be used to develop the explanation. These paimrs may also contain a brief

summary of the opposite point of view.

For example, in the paper below, the eighth-grade writer presents a clear
opinion, with elaborated reasons to support theopinion. In addition, in the
third paragraph, the writer briefly mentions and addresses the opposing point

of view.
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Partially Developed Refutation and Developed Refutation (scores of 5
and 6) Of the 58 papers classified as Nam:51'v, none fit into these last
two categories. Yet, the team of teachers who &Moped the scoring guides
emphasized that these two performance levels of persuasive writing should be
described. Noting the limited number of persuasive papers received and the
important role refutation plays in persuasive discourse, the team wanted to
identify the characteristics of penuasive papers that contained more overt and
complex refutations.

Partially Developed Refutations include a clear opinion statement, with
reasons to support the opinion and elaborated explanations. These papers also
contain an ulequate summary of the opposite point of view and may include an
attempt to discuss the opposing position.

Developed Refutations are papers that have opinion statements, reasons to
support the opinion, explanations of these reasons, plus a discussion and/or
refutation of the opposing point of view. The refutation is clear and explicit,
including a discussion of why the opposing viewpoint is limited or incorrect.

Sammy of Performance Across Domains

In order to develop a portfolio of students' writing at grades 4 and 8, we sum-
marized their performance across the three domains by grade level. Table 2.2
presents the fourth graders' performance at eat'. domain by grouping the
levels of each scale into low (scores of 1 and 2), medium (scores of 3 and 4),
and high (scores of 5 and 6).

While slightly more of the informative and persuasive papers submitted by
the fourth graders received higher ratings than did their narrative papers, in
general, the ratings assigned papers across the three domains of narrative,
informative, and persuasive were very similar.
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low

(1 Dr 2)

Mean

(3 or 4)

talik

(5 w 6)

96 96 96

Nornitives 69 30 1

inforwatives 72 26 2

Peneasivn" 72 28 0

"Due to rounding, percentages may not Mai 100.

**interpret statistks cei persuasive papers with caution due to small sample size.

Table 2.3 presents the eighth graders' performance at the low, medium, and
high levels of each genre. As with the fourth graders, there was little differ-
ence in the distribution ofscores among the three domains. As might be
expected, compared with the fourth grade, more eighth-grade papers received
medium and high ratings.

Table 2.3: Eighth Graders' Classroom-Based
INJiting Performance'

law

(1 ar 2)

Moans

(3 et 4)

MO

(5 w 6)

96

Narratives 40 51 9

leformatives 45 48

Perseasives" 50 50 0

*Due to rounding. percentages may not equal 100.

**Interpret statistics on persuasive papers with caution due to small sample size.
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SUOMIllfy

The results of this study indicate that more than half of the fourth-grade
narrative papers simply listed a series of related events, while over one-quarter
contained some elaboration. Few of the fourth-grade stories contained devel-

oped characters or plots. Also, approximately one-third of the fourth-grade
informative papers were simple listings of infonnation or ideas. More than half

of the fourth-grade informative papers attempted to discuss topics by trying to
establish relationships between the pieces of information or ideas. In 9 percent

of the fourth-grade informative papers relationships were successfully estab-

lished between several ideas in the papers. As might be expected at grade 4,

few (only 2 percent) wrote papers where almost all of the information was
related. For persuasive writing, the few papers that were written by fourth
graders were opinion statements, some with explanation. In two papers, the

argument was partially developed.

The eighth-grade narrative papers were, for the most part, simple or basic

stories (68 percent). Compared with the fourth graders, fewer eighth graders
wrote Undeveloped Stories and more wrote Basic Stories. As might be ex-

pected, more eighth graders (about one-quarter) than fourth graders wrote
Extended and Devekved Stories. The same trend holds true for the eighth-
grade informative papers, with only 13 percent of the eighth graders simply
listing information or ideas. The older students were moresuccessful at
establishing relationships between ideas and information: fewer eighth-grade
than fourth-grade papers were rated as AttemptedDiscussions (30 percent)

and more were rated as Undeveloped Discussions or Discussions (49 percent).

At the upper end of the informative scale, 8 percentof the eighth graders
wrote papers in which almost all of the information presented was cogently
related. For persuasive writing, fewer eighth than fourth graders wrote simple
Opinion statements (6 percent compared to 25 percent, respectively) and
fewer wrote Extended Opinions (40 percent compared to 50 percent, respec-
tively). However, it is interesting that similar percentages of fourth and eighth
graders wrote papers classified as Partially DevelmedAwnents, while
almost one-quarter of the eighth graders wrote Developed Arguments.

It is important to note that the panel that developed the scoring guides,
while depending for the most part on the group of papers submitted by par-
ticipants in this study to specify a range of performance, also relied on their
experience as teachers and teacher educators in establishing the upper ends of
each of the three scales. They felt it was possible and desirable to project,

based on the few upper-range papers and their own knowledge of written
discourse, the key features of complex narrative, informative, and persuasive

papers. Likewise, it should be noted that, in the scoring guides developed for
this study, creativity independent of development did not influence the scores

papers received.
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Comparing Methods of
Assessment

Collecting samples of students' writing produced under traditional essay
assessment methods and writing produced under more typical classroom-
based conditions creates a unique opportunity to compare these methods of
assessment. It makes possible an exploration of a number of questions con-
cerning what we learn about students' writing from essay tests, on the one
hand, and from school-based samples of writing, on the other.

The first part of this chapter compares the key features of these two ap-
proaches to messment the characteristics of the texts generated and the
nature of the processes in which students engaged. In the second section, the
ratings that a subset of the students' writing received on the regular NAEP
writing assessment are compared with the ratings their classroom-based
writing received. In the last part of this chapter, the major lessons learned
from this pilot portfolio study are discussed.

Features of the Assessments

Characteristics of the Writirg Earlier in this report, several charac-
teristics of studenV writing were analyzed: type of writing, intended audience,
type of activity, and length of papers. These will be the focus of the comparison
between the writing provided under traditional assessment conditions and the
writing collected for the school-based study.

In the 1990 NAEP writing assessment, students respoaded to two 15-
minute prompts." As a result of an elaborate development and review process,
which included field testing. NAEP prompts are characteristically very clear
and specific The prompts span three types of writing: informative, narrative,
and persuasive. In 1990, students were asked to write to a variety of audiences
(i.e., teachers, principals, school newspapeis, peers, political figures) abouta
range of topics. Some of the topics included: (1) writing a letter to a company
requesting a course of action; (2) writing a newspaper article based on given

11 The 1990 NAEP assessment was a trend assessment prompts developed in 1984 were
readministered in 1990 unchanged Due to recent changes in the field of writing, the 1992 NAEP
writing essessment consists of 25-minute prompts at four* eighth, and twelfth grades and
several 50-minute prompts at the eighth and twelfth grades.
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information about a haunted house; (3) writing a paper taking a stand on the
dissection of frogs in a science class; (4) writing a letter to a radio station
manager convincing himiher to allow the class to visit the radio station; and
(5) writing a story about imagined adventures with a flashlight that had
special powers. The prompts required that students draw on their own experi-
ences as well as on information presented in the prompt Given the limited
amount of time students had to write in response to the prompts, it is not
surprising that, in the 1990 NAEP assessment, the average length of fourth
graders' responses was 34 words and the average length of eighth graders'
responses was 52 words.

The breadth and diversity of texts submitted in school-based writing assess-
ments are dependent upon the kinds of writing instruction students receive.
The writing submitted for this school-based study indicated that participating
students were mostly writing narrative and informative pieces. The activities
that generated their writing rarely appeared to have provided students with a
sense of the audiences or purposes for their writing. The assignments varied
greatly in specificity and elaboration, as did the length of students' mers. As
was presented in Chapter One, the median length of fourth-grade classroom-
based papers was 84 words and of eighth-grade classroom-based papers was
140 words. In addition, the majority of students' school-based writing was
longer than the average of their responses to the NAEP writing assessment.
Ninety percent of both the fourth and the eighth graders' school-based papers
were longer than the average length of their responses to the NAEP writing
assessment.

Thus, school-based writing assessments yielded significantly longer texts
and have the potential to yield a variety of text types that are written to diverse
audiences. However, all of these features are dependent upon the amount of
time and attention paid to writing instruction. On the other hand, NAEP
writing assessments, and other timed writing assessments, provide a consis-
tent view of a particular valiety of student writing: writing produced in a fixed
time period and on a specified topic.

Writing Processes In this study, we have referred to several writing
process strategies: major revising, minor revising, prewriting, conferencing,
and referring to sources. The NAEP writing assessment, because it occurs in a
single sitting, does not allow for much revision, major or minor. During the
assessment, students are not able to refer to sources or to conference with
peers or teachers.22 One of the principal limitations of single-sitting writing
assessments is that the writing produced essentially represents writers' first
drafts. These methods of assessment yield little information about students'
revision strategies,

2 The 1992 NAEP writing assessment includes a prewriting page before each prompt, where
students can Sot down ideas, make notes, or plan their writing.
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As was discussed earlier, for this study of classroom-based writing there
were limitations in the kinds of information we received about students' use of

process strategies. Therefore, this pilot study yielded little specific information
about process strategies. In general, school-based writing assessments offer

the opportunity to collect evidence about very complex writing processes.
Students are able to include all the prewriting, drafting, and revising that was

involved in the production of their texts. 'This method has the potential to
yield a rich array of information about the processes the writers engaged in, as

well as the outcomes of these processes.

Comparbig Students' Performance

A comparison was conducted of students' performance on the NAEP writing

assessment and their school-based writing sample. As a preliminary step in
testing for relationships between the scores students' papers received on their
school-based writing and the NAEP writing assessment, we wanted to make

comparisons by type of writing, under the hypothesis that students who wrote
excellent stories in a timed assessment situatior. would probablywrite excel-

lent stories under classroom-based writing situations. We wanted to make
comparisons within a type of task; that is, if a student submitted an informa-
tive piece, we wanted to compare it with the student's performance on the
informative NAEP assessment task, and likewise for the narrative and persua-
sive tasks. Then, if relationships were found within type of task, we would look
for relationships between overall performance on the NAEP writing assess-
ment and thE school-based writing samples.

However, we faced a problem in making these comparisons. Due to the
emphasis placed on informative and persuasive writing and the complex
sampling design used to collect the NAEP writing assessment, none of the
students selected for this study wrote narratives for the NAEP writing assess-
ment. In addition, very few students submitted persuasive school-based
writing samples. Given these limitations, we elected to focus only on those
students who submitted informative school-based writing samples and com-
pare the scores they received on these samples with their performance on the
NAEP informative prompts.

The sampling design of the 1992 NAEP school-based writing study ensures
that all three types of writing will be rep) .sented. In addition, we are request-
ing multiple pieces of classroom-based writing from students in 1992 and
asking that these samples represent several types of writing. In this way, we

hope to be able to make more substantial comparisons of students' perform-

ance on these two methods of writing assessment.

Because students' NAEP assessment pieces were scored on a four-point
primary trait scale and their school-based writing on a six-point scale, we
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grouped each scale into high and low categories to simplify and facilitate

comparisons. On the NAEP assessment scales, scores of 1 and 2 were placed

in the low category; 3 and 4 in the high. For students' school-based writing,

papers that received scores of 1, 2, or 3 were grouped in the low category;

papers with scores of 4, 5, or 6 were placed in the high category. The correla-

tion between these two pieces of writing wa low, .16 for fourth graders and

.06 for eighth graders. Presented below are the details on this comparison by
grade level.

Fourth Graders As Figure 3.1 shows, 72 percent of the fourth graders

received a low score on both the NAEP writing assessment and their school-
based writing. Lthewise, 5 percent received a high score on both types of

writing. However, 16 percent of the fourth graders received a low score on

their school-based writing and a high score on the NAEP writing assessment

Eight percent received a low score on the NAEP writingassessment, and a
high score on their school-based writing.

Sores es

SchooHlased

Writ*

1, 2, 3

4, 5, 6

Scores so MAW Writing Assossaiest

1, 2 3, 4

72%

N = 470

8%

N = 50

16%

N = 103

5%

N = 30

*Due to rounding. percentages may not equal 100.

Because of the high numbers of students whose writing received a score of
1 or 2 on the NAEP writing assessment and a score of 1, 2, or 3 on the school-
based writing, this distribution is not that informative. There appears to be an
overall consistency between fourth graders' performance on both types of
writing sampies only 24 percent of the students received very different
scores. The distribution is much different for the eighth graders, whose scores
on both assessments were more spread out over the range of score points.

Eighth Graden As Figure 3.2 shows, 41 percent of the eighth graders
receved a low score on both the NAEP writing assessment and their school-
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based writing. Likewise, 14 percent received a high score on both types of

writing. However, 29 percent of the eighth graders received a low score on

their school-based writing and a high score on the NAEP writing assessment

and 16 perce..t received a low score on the NAEP writing assessment and a

high score on their school-based writing.

Scoruon
Scloophbosed

writing

1124

4,5,6

Scores on NAIP Wdling Assessment

1, 2 3, 4

41%

N = 370

29%

N = 258

16% 14%

N = 142 N = 129

*Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.

Thus, 45 percent of the students received rather different scores on their

NAEP writing assessment and on their school-based writing. In considering

these comparisons, it is important to remember that, due to limitations in our
sampling design, only a subgroup of our total participants, 723 fourth graders

and 454 eighth graders, are represented.

One explanation for the low levels of correlatior. between eighth graders'
performance on these two methods of assessment is that the different proce-

dures and features of the methods of assessment may result in a sampling of

different aspects of students' writing abilities. Composing clear pieces of

writing in response to specific prompts involves one set of writing abilities;

composing a longer text, over several days, after consultation with others, in

response to a general prompt or one's own ideas, provides information about a

different, more complex set of writing processes.

Lessons Learned

The main purpose of this study was to conduct a preliminary exploration of

methods for collecting, describing, and evaluating classroom-based writing on

a large scale in preparation for a larger portfolio study as part of the 1992

NAEP assessment. From our experiences in 1990, we learned useful lessons on
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how to improve collection procedures that will be implemented in the 1992
NAEP Portfolio Study. This includes giving teachers advance notice, in the fall,
that we will be collecting student portfolios in the spring and providing
students with folders to collect their writing. Also, students we asked to write
a brief letter describing the pieces of writing they select and teachers are asked
to complete a brid questionnaire describing the classroom activities that
generated the students' writing. The methods developed for describing and
evaluating students' writing will be further refined and expanded in the 1992
NAEP Portfolio Study.

Thking a more general view, this study allows for an examination of four
key issues in developing new modes of assessment comparability (Does
the assessment method offer a standard against which students' work can
be compared?), authoiship (noes the assessment method provide a means
for establishing the author of the writing?), covcrage (Does the assessment
method provide a way for measuring a broad range of learning outcomes
deemed important by educators and the general public?), and relevancy
(Does the assessment method relate to the goals and methods of writing
instruction?).

Comparability Can a large-scale system for assessing classroom-
based writing provide a standard means for comparing students' writing
achievements?

One strength of traditional methods ofassessing writing such as the NAEP
writing assessment, is that they providea standard means for comparing
students' performance. By administering a common prompt or set of activities
to students under standardized conditions, and by applying a standard set of
evaluative criteria, these assessment methods ensure that all students have the
same amount of thne to respond to the same tasks and are given the same
directions and information about the topic. In audition, the prompts and
scoring guides are designed to minimize the effect students' specialized
background knowledge might have on their performance, in order to ensure
fairness to all students.

Because they offer a standard, systematic means for assessing wilting,
traditional methods of writing auessment are especially useful for com-
paring groups of students' writing performance beyond the classroom level.
Through their day-to-day work with students, classroom teachers have
detailed knowledge of students' abilities and achievement& They do not need a
standard means for comparing students within their classrooms because they
observe and evaluate their students' performance, formally or informally,
every day. However, as soon as a teacher or school wants to compare the
achievements of students from one classroom with those of another, the need
for a standard method of assessment arises. While using a common writing
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prompt, a fixed period of time, and a specific method for scoring students'

writing may differ from students' usual school-based writing experiences,

these controls provide a standard means for compating students' writing

beyond the classroom.

A major concern about using school-based writing samples to assess stu-

dents' performance for school, district, state, or national assessment purposes

is that it is difficult to create the controls necessary to ensure a fair and valid

basis of comparison. The papers that students select to place in their portfolios

are so varied and result from such a great diversity of classroom experiences

that the question arises, are these papers truly comparable?

This pilot study provides an excellent example of this difficulty. For the

purposes of this study, we classified the papers submitted into the three broad

categories of narrative, informative, and persuasive writing. In order to de-

velop scoring guides that could be applied to all of the papers in each category,

we then assumed that the specific assignments teachers had given or activities

they had designed were consistent with broader narrative, informative, or
persuasive goals. The scoring guides were then designed to represent these

more general, domain-specific goals.

The scoring systems designed for this study did not take into account the
degree to which a paper fulfilled the assignment for which it was written. For

example, it could be argued that, as part of an ongoing writing curriculum, a

teacher might first focus students' attention on presenting lists of information

about a common topic. The students who submitted papers resulting from

this activity could only receive a score of 2 (Attempted Discussion) under our

scoring system, even though their papers completely satisfied the activities

that generated them.

On the other hand, students who submitted more elaborated reports could

receive higher scores, even if their papers did not completely fulfill the assign-

ments for which they were written. Thus, the scores assigned to papers in this

study reflect the types and quality of instructional activities that generated

them, as well as the writing achievement of the students. In other words,
portfolio assessments provide a measure of the effectiveness of both teachers

and students.

Authorship Can a classroom-based assessment system be developed that

specifies and guarantees the authorship of papers submitted?

Traditional methods of writing assessment, because their administration
procedures are standardized, ensure that the student being tested is the

author of the writing submitted. In a highstakes assessment environment,
this question of authorship becomes a major issue. For example, states that
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require studepts to pass a writing exam before graduating from high school
(i.e., Louisiana, New York) employ standard procedures for collecting stu-
dents' writing in order to ensure that the papers by which the students'
abilities are being judged are truly the students' own work. It is difficult to
ensure authorship when collecting classroom-based writing samples from
students.

In addition, one of the strengths of using classroom-based writing to assess
students' achievements is that this writing is the result of the use of writing
process strategies. A key component of the process awroach to writing in-
struction is the use ofpeer review and consultations with the teacher to assist
students in revising their texts. This discussion of work with other students,
friends, and family members provides the oral component of language use
considered important to the development of good writing. However, this
causes a problem when, under a classroom-based assessment program, one
student submits papers that were the result of a group effort or a process that
involved peer and teacher reviews andanother student submits papers that
received no reviews or assistance. Does their writing represent comparable
efforts? Is it fair to compare the pieces they have submitted?

Coverage Can portfolio assessment methods cover the broad range of
writing tasks required by most assessment frameworks?

Using a less structured approach to portfolio assessment, such as the one
employed in this study, post.- several problems for an assessment program. A
central goal of many assessment programs is to measure a range of students'
writing abilities. Most writing experts and educators maintain that this in-
volves having students write in a variety of domains (i.e., informative, narra-
tive, Persuasive), using a variety of sources of information (i.e., information
presented in the prompt, personal experiences), and using a variety of forms of
writing (i.e., letters, essays, stories). Assessment programs that meet this goal
have students perform a variety of writing tasks especially designed to cover a
range of writing abilities.

Portfolio assessment programs that are designed to minimize the degree to
which the assessment intrudes upon the instruction, while providing rich
contextual information about students' writing, does not provide assessment
coverage. Unless teachers and students were given very specific information
about the types of pieces to include in a portfolio, it would be difficult to
obtain the coverage necessary to meet the assessment goal of measuring a
range of writing abilities. For example, in this study we asked teachers and
students to select a variety of types of writing to include, yet we received very
few papers that were not classified as either informative or narrative. Also, few
of the papers were written to other than a general audience.
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One solution would be to actually specify the writingactivities teachers
used to generate writing pieces for inclusion in students' portfolio& However,

many large scale assessment programs are not in a position to specify actual
writing activities for teachers to use as part of a portfolio assessment program.
For example, NAEP assessments are specifically designed to monitor the
results of instruction, not to provide instruction. Yet, for some states and
school districts, providing exemplar instructional activities from which port-
folio writing samples are selected may be possible. In lieu of actually specify-
ing instructional activities, the 1992 NAEP Portfolio Study design includes
directions to students and teachers that emphasize more strongly the need for
entries that represent a range of types of wilting. It will be interesting to see,
with the more specific directions and the request for more pieces of writing,
whether a wider range of types of writing is submitted in 1992.

Relevancy Can a method for conducting a large-scale portfolio system
be developed that allows for some standardization while maximizing its
relevancy to instruction?

The main strength of school-based methods of writing assessment is that
the information they provide is highly relevant to instruction. Because the
writing sampled is a result of classroom writing activities, the information
gained about the students' strengths and weaknesses relates directly to the
instructional goals of their classes.

Writing is such a complex process involving many stages that it is very
difficult, if not impossible, in a traditional, standardized setting to obtain
measures that encompass many of the larger goals of writing instruction, such
as peer review, use of references, and thorough use of revision processes.
NAEP employs committees of educators and teachers to establish the goals for
its writing assessments and to design the specific prompts that comprise the
assessments, so that, as much as possible, the assessment will reflect current
instructional practices. However, the need for standardized prompts, adminis-
tration procedures, and scoring procedures necessarily distances traditional
methods of writing assessment from the classroom.

The tension between the needs of assessment for standardization and the
needs of instruction for individuality creates difficulties for programs that
employ classroom-based writing to assess students' achievements. Some
educators avoid all forms of portfolio assessment, maintaining that thewriting
portfolio is an instructional tool, not an assessment system. They are con-
cerned that the diversity and individuality, which are the strengths of port-
folios, will be lost when portfolios are used for assessment purposes beyond
the classroom. Because there is a danger that the standardization necessary
for large-scale, high-stakes assessment programs could result in a formulaic

use of portfolios, some educators are recommending that portfolios be adapted
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for assessment purposes only at the classroom or school level, rather than at
the district or tne state level.

%minify

The use of classroom-based writing samples to assess students' writing
achievement has certain strengths and weaknesses that might influence a
school, district, or state's decision about the selection or development of large-
scale portfolio assessment programs.

Quality of Writing Samples First, because the time limits imposed
under standardized testing conditions are eliminated when classroom-based
writing is used, there are no limits to the writing students are able to submit
Although in this study we did not often see the use of process strategies, the
writing submitted under a classroom-based assessment system can be the
result of complex writing processes, involving multiple revisions, the use of
reference sources, as well as the use of peer conferencing and consultations
with teachers.

One result of using collection procedures that impose no time limits on
students is longer and more developed texts. In this study, students' papers
were much longer than the typical papers written under timed assessment
conditions. In addition, their papers were more developed than those written
under timed conditions. The evaluation criteria developed in this pilot study
were designed to accommodate this higher range of writing.

For example, a typical 25-minute NAEP prompt that asks students to
discuss a topic and provide details supporting their discussion would assign a
score of a four or five if a paper addressed the topic and included several
details elaborating on the topic. For a paper to receive a 4 or 5 under the
informative scoring guide developed in this study, it would have to not only
include multiple details, but relate these details in some fashion that repre-
sented more in-depth thinking and sophisticated development of the topic
being discussed.

Likewise, a NAEP prompt that asks students to write a story in 25 minutes
would assign a score of a 4 or 5 to a story that was clear and had multiple
episodes. In order to receive a score of a 4 or 5 under the narrative portfolio
scoring guide, most of the episodes of the story would have to be developed in
some detail.

Thus, compared to writing produced under timed, standardized conditions,
school-based writing yields a longer, more developed sample of students' work
and this work is more reflective of the processes they normally engage in
when they write for school.
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Choice of Writing Samples In acklition, giving students and teachers
choice about what writing sample to include in a portfolio allows them to

select the best from among each student's efforts. Having students reread and
reflect upon their work engages students in evaluation processes that are
considered to be essential to their development as writers.

The factor of choice also makes this method of assessment sensitive to
differences in instructional programs. For example, as part of a writing in-

struction program a teacher may have focused students' attention on narrative
writing. If given a traditional writing assessment, these students may be asked

to write a persuasive letter and an informative essay. While their responses to

these prompts will reflect certain aspects of theirwriting achievements, they

are not reflective of the kinds of writing they have focused on in class. Having
students and teachers select best examples of students' writing enables them

to select pieces that relate directly to what students have been ler-ning.

Dependency on instruction While one of the strengths of classroom-
based writing is its connection to classroom instruction, from an assessment

point of view, this connection also is a potential weakness. Because writing

ability is considered to be a combination of a variety of skills, knowledge, and

strategies, most measures of students' writing achievement attempt to assess

a range of writing performance. Traditional writing assessments include
prompts that have students write to a variety of audiences, for a variety of

purposes, in response to a range of stimuli. As was mentioned earlier, the
NAEP writing assessment framework calls for narrative, informative, arid

persuasive prompts that ask students to write to a range of audiences (i.e.,

their peers, teachers, politicians, newspapers) and include a range of stimuli

(i.e., pictures, poetry, advertisements, or brief magazine articles).

Portfolio assessment programs that use classroom-based writing samples
have the potentill for presenting a range of writing, but only if the writing

programs in which students engage involve them in a broad range of writing
activities. Unless stue.eias and teachers are directed to include specific kinds

of writing in the portfolio, having them select the pieces to be included in
assessment portfolios (the method used in this study, and which will be used

in the 1992 NAEP Portfolio Study) can result in acollection of writing that is

limited in range.

To guarantee that a wide range of writing samples is collected in a portfolio,

one would need to give teachers specific assignments or very detailed guide-
lines about what is to be included. This approach poses problems for organiza-

tions such as NAEP, whose mission is to design assessments that reflect the
goals of current writing instruction and assess the impact of instruction on
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students' achievement, not to directly influence instruction by providing
specific classroom activities.

Measure of Instruction A second consideration of using portfolios to
assess students' achievements also stems from the element of choice. Under
the collection system employed by NAEP in this study (and in the 1992 study),
individuals decide what samples to submit in their portfolios. This results in a
wide variety of writing being submitted. If the writing is assessed on a com-
mon scale, specific to the domain of the writing, then the assessment may be
as much a measure of the classroom activities and amount of time spent on
writing instruction as of the students' achievements.

When the assessment is located in the classroom or school, this factor does
not pose a problem because the teacher can provide the contextual informa-
tion about students' abilities and writing instruction to the concerned audi-
ence (i.e., other teachers, school administrators, parents). However, when the
assessment involves students from across a district, a state, or the nation, the
need for efficiency in handling large amounts of information and the need to
apply a standard scoring system to students' writing precludes the use of rich
contextual information. The differences in students' work may be partially a
result of the writing activities in which they engaged, tbe amount of time they
had to produce the writing, and the curricular goals of the school in which
they study. Yet, in large-scale assessment programs, they are judged on a
common scale. Students attending schools that emphasize writing have an
advantage over those who do not when taking any kind of writing assessment.
However, this advantage is increased when the method for collecting samples
of z .,Jdents' writing is rooted in the classroom.

To conclude, the use of classroom-based writing or writing portfolio
systems for assessment enables us toassess writing in a way that is highly
relevant to instruction. The length and quality of the writing submitted by
students enables us to develop and articulate higher standards for student
writing. It also engages students and teachers in evaluative processes that
support the goals of the writing curriculum, ensuring that the assessment is
an integral, meaningful part of the instructional program.

At the same time, caution must be advised if the assessment results go
beyond the classroom or school level. If used to assess students at the district.
state, or national level (or for any "high stakes" purpose, such as promotion or
graduation requirements), portfolio collection systems need to include ways of
ensuring authorship and comparability of performance. This is especially true
when participating teachers cannot be part of the assessment program devel-
opment team and/or are unable to provide contextual information about
instructional practices that would assist the assessors in making the compari-
sons across students that are central to large-scale assessments.
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Over the past 30 years, our understanding of what it means to be a good
writer and how one becomes a good writer has expanded to include a variety
of intellectual, communicative, and social processes. It seems natural, and
necessary, that our methods for judging students' writing also expand to
include a variety of assessment modes. From its regular, timed wrifing
assessment, NAEP gains information about students' writing achievements

on a broad range of tasks. From its special portfolio study NAEP learns infor-
mation about students' classroom experiences and school-based writing that
provides a context for understanding students' overall achievements. As the
various methods for collecting classroom-based writing for assessment pur-
poses are refined, using both portfolio and traditional modes of assessment
in concert may provide educators with rich, detailed portraits of students'

writing abilities.
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Samples of Students' Writing

PART 1: Narrative Writbrg

The following examples illustrate the range of stories submitted by the stu-
dents who participated in this study. The students' papers are arranged accord-
ing to the scores they received when they were evaluated (see Chapter 'Rim for
the complete scoring guide). Each set of samples is preceded by an explanation
of how these papers fit into the corresponding category.

I: Event Description The two papers below are examples of Event
Descriptions. They describe a single happening, rather than a series of
events. The second paper describes the setting of the story in some detail, yet
only tells about one action or event. Therefore, it was classified as an Event
Description.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Ex #2 (Foiffth Grade)
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2: Undeveloped Story The four papers below are examples of Undevel-
oped Stories. These stories are a series of events, but the events, as well as the
setting and characters, are only briefly described. These stories are similar to
front-page newspaper reports, where the basic facts of a story are reported
(who, what, when, where) but few details are presented about why events
happened.

Ex #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Exam& #2 (Fowth Grade)

SharK's Cove
ne hot v.immer, a Ow nam d So* was ualxine with thr**

veoPls. Their r.ames war* Stieven.Mitohand T*rrtence. Th*Y wer*
Stood friends.Thc., .:ali.so! a coy*. Terr*nce wont down for
4ator. All of a swdden MiKe busivtod Torronco and hf, fell into
the :owl.. Stiaven was 1 au2hino,Joe turn*d around in time to
see ne ia dorsal fin. H* said to Terrence."Giet out of tho
waterl" Terrznca twrned arour.1 and saw & KO sham. h* swam
to th* edge of thte cove,and ne Yolltpd.HHELP!" Steutin and Mixt
Yellipd."Come on! Come thon all of a suddian the sham bit
him.

erom this day on.. Terronce has two marks_htoft th* sham.

Example #3 (Eighth Grade)
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#4 (40th Grade)
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3: Basic Story The four papers below are examples of Basic Stories, in
these stories, the writers describe a series of events and go beyond a simple list
of related events. Some aspect of the story (the events, the characters' goals,

or the setting) are somewhat developed. However, these stories lack a sense of
cohesion and completeness. They may have problems with syntax or sequenc-
ing of events.

lion* #1 (Fourth Grade)

One time I was walking down to our house. When I decided to take
a short cut. So I went down Ban park Rd. passed the softball field
and cut through the dark gloomy woods. And passed the
Blanchette's red barn. I was past David Razcek house and there
before me stood a spooky wrecked house that I had never seen.
The address was 200 and there was no last name. The Lane was
Dan Lane. I decided to leave the Old squeaky house. A few days
later I got one letter from that Old wrec.el hcrase It said, "Be
here a 6:00 p.m. Sharp!" I was thinking it over when I thought,
"What if it's the monster far illy with Freddy Crougar, Jason, and
the Texas Chainsaw man." So I said to my self, "What the heck I
might as well see what they're like." So I started off they weren't
far because they were our next door neighbors. I went up and
knocked on the door. A big man that looked like Jason answered
the door and pulled me inside. I saw two miniature Freddy
Crougar. Jason pulled me in and sat me down on an old damp
dusty chair and he took off his shiny mask. I covered my face
with my hands soon after I looked out it was a regular man then I
remembered it was Halloween.
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Ens* #2 (Fowth Grua)
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4: Extended Story The four papers below are examples of Extended

Stories. In these papers, many of the events are somewhat elaborated, giving

the sense of a sequence of distinct story episodes. Details are given about the

setting, the characters' goals, problems to be solved, and the key events. Yet,

these stories are confusing or incomplete. The characters' goals may be left

unresolved, the problem posed in the story's opening never solved. The ending

may not match the beginning Or the story's ending may be inconsistent with

the internal logic established throughout the rest of the story.

Exam* #1 (Few* Grade)
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Example #2 (Fourth Grade)
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#3 (Eighth Grade)
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Emu* #4 (BO Grade)
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5: Developed Story The four samples below illustrate the Developed
Story. These papers describe a sequence of episodes in which almost all of the
events and story elements are somewhat elaborated. Yet, some aspect of these
stories is not well developed, such as the ending or a crucial event

Ex #1 ( 3 Grade)

Iftbdxsamme

The last thing I remember wiethe ship sinking Into the murky

waters of the Atlantic. But now there was nothing. No boat, no

one except me and some strange place that looked like an island.

As I dragged my cold and tired body to chore, I became

frightened. What if the island was inhabited by cannibals? What

if this island was inhabited by some Satan worshipers? I could

only dread what they would do to me. Then I caught hold of myself.

There were no cannibals or Satan worshipers here. There was no

sense in letting my imagination get away from me. There was only

one thing here for sure, and that was me.

All of a sudden my left leg hit something hard. I reached

down to pick it up. I could hardly believe my eyes! It was the

flag to the ship, And it was still attached to the mast. I tried

to drag it to shore but it was too heavy. I managed to rip the

flag frnm the mast. It was the only remembrance that I had of my

oarentq, for we were separated in the accident. The flag would make

a good blanket for the night time too.
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Soon I reached shore, and I got out of the water. I figured

the best way to dry off was to let the aun do it for me. I started

to wall along the beach. I guess I had been walking for 45 minutes

or so. It seemed like I had already gone all around the island, so

I eat down to think. Where am I, Will I die? These questions

we-e flowing through my head like crazy. I got back up and looked

around me. But there was nothing except water and trees. I

decaded to go for the trees.

I entered the forest and could no longer hear the sound of the

ocean. This was AA scary place to be. I walked deeper and deeper

into the forest where I spotted some berry bushes. I almost lost

ey head and ate a whole hand full. Just then I remembered a trick

I learned in girl scouts. You take the berry and put it on your

bottom lip and after a few minutes if it does not sting, leave a

rash, or itch at's okay to eat. I did so and to my advantage the

berry didn't do anything negative. I ate until I was stuffed.

Then feelang tired, I dozed off and fell into a deep sleep.

Suddenly I woke up. I wasn't in the woods any more. The

surroundings looked like a hospital. Then the pain hit me right in

the gut. I screamed an agony. One of the masked people pushing my

cart looked down and then lissed :no. The person said "It will be

alright darling."

Mom' But what was she doing here') I thought she cised on the

ship.
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"Moo, why am I here"

"You ate some very poisonous berries," she said.

I passed out and that's all I remember until one day later.

I was sitting in a hospital bed with my two parents hovering

over me. For the next few minutes my parents xplained the whole

thing to me. They had escaped the ship on a life boat. Then they

told me how a young boy had walked out into his back yard and found

ms. As soon as he and his parents found out what I had eaten, they

took ma to the hospital where the police located my parents.

And to think I thought I had been on a dese?ted island, when

was really on Rhode Island off the coast of Maine. When I thought

I had walked around the island, I had really walked only part of

the coast line. Unfortunately this area was uninhabited.

When I got home I hung the flag on my bedroom wall as a

reminder of my great adventure.
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#2 (Eighth Grade)

-the Day oc the vir-A,) K.;c1

"Chemistry 101Chemistry 105...Chemistry 107. Oh here it is

Organic Chemistry." SPLASH! a big jug hit me as I fell off the

ladder. The jug's label read "INk." I couldn't read the rest

because it was smeared away.
"What was that? Are you ok? What are you doing down here?"

asked my dad.
"I'm just getting a chemistry book for my report."

"You shouldn't have procrastinated on this report!

Nt.14 you'll hi:ve to get up extra early to do it. It's late; go to

Nadi"
"O.K. Dad."
The next morning I was uo working on my report. My mom

knocked pn the door and came in. When she looked at my bed, her

jaw dropped.
"Ken, come here! Erica? Erica, come here, wherever you are!"

"I'm right here mom."
No answer.
"What's going an here? Where Ls she?" my dad asked as he

walked into my room. "Uh. she's

not here," "I can't believe her running away
from doing her report! Vicki, you go look downstairs: I'll look

up here." My dad went from room to room calling my name and
saying, "She's in big trouble. Erica? I can't undei-stand her.

Erica?"
Each time he said that I kept answering with "I'm right here.

What are you talking about?" This was very absurd.
Meanwhile my mom called the police. "Hello, this is Uickl

Oliver. I'd like to report a missing girl. Description? Well,

she's about five-feet-four-inches tall, has brown hair. and

green eyes. She's thirteen years old..."
While Mom did that I went back into my Dad's lab. Even thogh

my Dad's a scientist, he acts pretty stupid sometimes. my mom

is warm and carrying. She caes when something happens to a
parson, but my dad just gets mad.

I Found the jug on the Floor where I'd left it. Now the

"INK" was gone from the labei and the smudge of writing was gone

tool Then it finally dawned on me. It Was a bottle of

disappearing ink! When it fell on me, it hrd made me invisible.

Nrw all I had to do was get my dad's attention.
I went back upstairs and heard my parents yelling "She's

gone because of the report! That girl has got to learn not to

procrastinate!"
"No, she's run away because you're always yelling at her!" my

mom retorted.
"I'm never going to be the same. be invisible Forever."

krot running through my mind.
I tried to get my mom's attention I moved pillows. slants.

turned on the t.v.. and the lights. Finally, I took a washable
marker and wrote on the wall. "I'm invisible. Your ink fell on

me. Help me!"
Dad read it and laughed. He was sure I was hiding out at a

friend's house.
Two hours went by and he still didn't believe me. I made uo

my mind to go to a magic store and get some reappearng cream.
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I left my house at noon and walked about a block. I was Eine.
but really hungry. I walked a long time. By the :Am I reached
main street, I thought that I would Faint.

The cars would not stop for ma because they couldn't see me.
I went to the corner and pushed the walk button. When the light
changed, I went. A guy in a red sports car ran the light and
barely missed hitting me! I was glad when I finally reached the
magic store.
When I went inside, noticed there were a lot of customers. I

went Over to the shelf and got a bottle. Everyone was shocked
to see a bottle in mid-air float to the back roan. I opened the
bottle, and rubbed the on the cream.

Five minutes later I was back to normal. I yelled, "It's a
miracle!"

I walked out of the stora, and made it home safely. I

tip-toed up the stairs, and about half way up my dad caught me.
"It's about time you decided to come home to do that reporto"
I laughed and ran up the stairs. I wworked on my report

until my mom came in and threw her arms around me.
"Thera; goodness you're home. I better call the police and

let them know." She walked out withoJt even asking me where I'd
been.

Dad thinks I was at a friend's house; Mom thinks I ran away.
I just let them believe that because they wouldn't understand.
It's been two years, and they still don't know.
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kw* #3 (EIO Grade)
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Example #4 (Eighth Grade)
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KEIRI $41171

A Modern-day Fairytale

By

One day in a faraway place. a lovely lady sat in front of a window sewing.

As she was working, she prlcked her finger, and one drop of blood fell in the

sunlight.

°How happy I would be if I had a little girl with red lips as red as blood,

skin as tan as tan could be. and hair an black AS charcoal," thought the lady

as she sewed.

When summer came, het wish was granted. A little daughter was born to the lAdy

and her husband. 1-iley nosed her Berri after her great-grandmother who, when she was

young, was the most beautiful woman in the town.
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tunny.

After a few days, the Lady died and

eventually the man serried agate. The new

wife was beautiful, Out she was cruel and

she was jealous of all the beautiful women

in the land. Kerri's step-mother was

extremely jealous of her.

The step-mother's most prised

possessive yam her T.V. She used to look

at the T.V. and say, "T.V., T.V. on the

floor, who in the cuoleet of ue all?"

The T.V. always replied, "You are."

Oes day the T.V. said, "Why do you ask

me the same question every day? Why don't

you ask me something like who la going to

win the Super Bowl?"

The step-mother didn't think that was

The next day she asked again, "Who is the coolest of them all?"

The T.V. said,"Don Johnson." After a lea* pause, it added, "I'm just kidding."

So the next day the step-mother asked again and the T.V. replied, "'Caryl

White." The step.mother knew the T.V. wasn't joking this tine - aod this made her

mad, even though she keew Kerri yes beautiful and wore really cool clothes.

The step-mother said, "I'll have to do something drastic to her, but after I

get my hair done." So the step-mother got her hair done end after that she told

the chautfer to take Xerri out in the woods and shoot her,
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The Chauffer drove Kerri out into the meads to shoot her.

are vs ioinig herr

The chauffer replied by saying, "I'm going to kill you:" Little did the

cbsuffer know that Mari knew karate. so Kerri did a flying drop kick right in his

face. Hs went flying into the tree and was knocked out.

Karri drown the car to the airport and took the first plane. It was going

to Miami. Whop oho got there. all she could do was walk the streets. That's how

she met Don Johnson.

Karri said, "Whet
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Dom lobelias' WAS flying by the mall to his

Ferrari. He spotted Karst coming out of Macy's

Departuent store. Since she was so beautiful.

he *topped rieht at her feet.

"geed a lift?" asked Don.

gem said, "Who are you?"

Don said, "gavee't you rein me on

gerri said, "Dh, I know who you are. You're that person who sells Air fresheners!"

Doe Johnson introduced himself and said. "Come one, get in. You're too beautiful

to be left here:"

Don took her to the police station and introduced her to all his friends.

Then he took her home to stay with him. He warned har not to WY anything from

door to door sales people.

Alter a few days. the step-oother found out where Sarni was staying. The stap-sother

mother dressed up like Vizi Scout leader and went to the house Ca sell cookies.

Sha had put poison an some of the cookies. She knocks* on the door.

Karri answered, "Who is it?"

The etep-mather said, "It's only a Clrl Scout leader who is 'Hallos cookies."

Se Kern opened the doer and the lady said, "Would you like some?"

Urn./ eeked, "Do they have almonds in thee?"

The step-mother said, "Yes, they sure do, and they Mit. good, too" as she popped

on* in her mouth and began munching sway.
She had accidentally eaten one of the

poisoned cookies and she fell to the floor, not moving. Lerri called some of the

policemen to help her, but by the time they had arrived the step-mother used her

magic powers to make herself come back to life, and had escaped by way of the

back door.
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When Dom Johnsoo got home, he said. "I just remembered I forgot to say something

this mornimg:"

Kerri said, "What di you forget to &ay?"

Daa answered by paying, "I say it every morning before I go to work. I say,

I's rich, I'm rith, it's off to work I go. I own a pool, I own a boat, I'm rich,

I's rich."

"Tom also foreot to tell me there waa an alligator in your swimming pool:

It spictled me when I was trying to get a suntan. He just popped up out of the water."

The bent day the tep-mother came again, dressed as an Moe Lady. She

knocked on the door.

Kerr said, "Who is it?"

The Lady said, "It's just an Avon Lady."

Karel opeeed the door. This time the lady was selling perfume.

!tarsi asked, "May I smell it?"

the lady said, "Sure."

Karri took one whiff of the perfume and fell to the floor because the perfume

was poisoned. In her hurry to get away, the step-mother dropped her hand lotion and

spilled it all over the floor.
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Don arrived home a few seconds later and saw Sarni lying on the floor. Me

heard a noise and looked up in time to see the sepmother trying to eacepe from

the condo, hp walking quietly out the beck door. She slipped on her hand lotion

and slid into th, pool right on top of Don's alligator. That sax the end of her.

Don leaned over to give Kara 4 farewell kiss, and suddenly she opened har

eye..

Marti and Don got married and drove off into the sunset in Don's Ferrari.
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This book is dedicated to ay whole family

to thank them for laughing in all tha right placas.
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Elaborated Story No papers were considered to be Elaborated
Stories1 lb be classified as elaborated, these stories had to present a sequence
of episodes in which almost all of the events and storyelements were well

developed. Goals or problems introduced in the beginning were well resolved

by the end; characters' motives were well developed; and the entire story was a

cohesive, unified whole.
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PART 2: Informative Wriths
The following examples illustrate the range of informativewriting submitted
by the students who participated in this study. The students' papers are
arranged according to the scores they received when they were evaluated (see
Chapter 'I1vo for the complete scoring guide). Each set of samples is preceded
by an explanation of how these papers fit into the corresponding category.

1: Listing The two papers below are examples of Listing. The writers
present pieces of information or ideas all en the same topic. These papers mayalso cont2in a range of information about the topics. However, no attempt is
made to relate the ideas or information.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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Emu* #2 (Fourth Grade)
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2: AttemptedDiscussion The four papers below are examples ofAttempted Discussions. A range of information andfor ideas about a topic ispresented in these papers. Also, in one part of each paper, some attempt ismade to establish relationships between the pieces of information or ideas.However, these relationships are not clearly established. The ideas or informa-tion may be incomplete or undeveloped.
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Ex #2 (Fourth Grade)
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Exam* #3 (EIO Grade)
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3: Undeveloped Discussion The four papers below are examples of
Undeveloped Discussions. These papers ir lude a broad range of information
about their topics. Relationships are somewhat established between the ideas
and/or information, but not completely. The ideas may be confused, contradic-
tory, out of sequence, illogical, or undeveloped,
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Example #3 (Eighth Grade)
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Eno* #4 (Eighth Grade)
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4: Discussion The four papers below are examples 0' Discussions. In
these papers, a broad range of information and/or ideas is presented. In at least
one sectkm, the writers use rhetorical devices (such as temporal order, classi-
fication, definition, comparison/contrast, cause and effect, problem/solution,
goals/resolutions, predictions, speculations, drawing conclusions, point of
view, ranking by importance, exemplification) to clearly relate the information
and ideas.
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Exam* #2 (Fmth Grade)
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Example #3 (Eighth Grade)

Per. 1
"My Brother"

I have a brother his name is Heath, he is eight years old.
Meath has light brown hair, giant brown eyes, wears nbron glasses
with a little neon yellow band that goes around thou: Ms is about
5 foot tall, very skinny, and very strong for his age.
Tnterview On Paul Revere "Paul, now that the
Revolutionary Mar is over, could you please answer acouple of
questifIns for me?" "Yes, I'd be happy to."

"I'd like to know what your profession was before the war?"
"Back in Boston ; mas a silversmith."

"Since you mentionmd Boston did you have anything to do with
the Boston Tea Party?"

"Yes, myself and a group of patriots had taken part in the
Boston Tea Party."

"Paul, what was the pourpose of the Boston Tea Party?"
"It was a warning that the colonists would refuse to pay

taxes unless they had some share in their own government."
"Paul, what was the midnight ride all about, and what role

did you play in it?"
"The midnight rid, was soposed to inform the minutemen

:hey march by land or go by water. I had to wait night
..fr night for a signal saying weather to march by land or go by

water, then I would ride by horse spreading the news."
"I thank you for speanding your time hers to talk to

me." "Your welcome, I enjoyed being here
talking to you, '

Interveiw by:
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Example i4 (EIghtli Grade)
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5: Partially Developed Discussion The two papers below are examples

of Partially Developed Discussions. These papers include a broad range of
information. Information and relationships are established and well developed,
with explanations and supporting details. The paragraphs tend to be unified
and well formed. However, the paper lacks an overriding sense of purpose,
audience, and cohesion. The writers of these papers present a wide range of
information on a topic, organize this information clearly, develop most of the
aspects of this topic, yet do not place their discussion in context, within a
wider communicative purpose.
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Developed Discussion No papers were considered to be Developed
Discussions. For papers to be placed in this category, they had to contain all
the elements of the previous category, plus present a coherent sense of pur-
pose and audience. These papers would contained an overt use of organiza-
tional structure and demonstrate excellent command of the conventions of
writlen English.
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PART 3: Persuasive Writ*,
The following examples illustrate the range of persuasive writing submitted by

the students who participated in this study, The students' papers are arranged

according to the scores they received when they were evaluated (see Chapter

'hvo for the complete scoring guides). Each set of samples is preceded by an

explanation of how these papers fit into the corresponding category.

1: Opinion The paper below is an example of an Opinion. In this paper,

the writer asserts an opinion, but does not develop or attplain this opinion in

any detail. In Opinion papers reasons sometimes are given to support the

opinion, but these reasons are unrelated to the opinion or contradict one

another.

Example #1 (Fourth Grade)
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2: Extended Opinion The four papers below are examples of Extended
Opinion& These papers include a statement of ivinion and reasons to support
the opinion. However, the reasons are only briefly presented or the explana-
tions are confusing.

b #1 (Fourth Grade)

In my opinion smoking is bad for
you, because it causes problems like
when people get covered with smoke
thet smell like smoke. When people
leave a room because of the smoke.
Smoke polution is caused by smokingtoo. It harms your heath too. It
causes your lungs to turn black. It
puts holes in your air sacs. You get
less oxygen. You get cancer. Here's
just a few things that could happen
if you smoke. So don't Smoke.
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Eno* #2 (Fourth Grade)
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Exam* #4 (EIO Grate)
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3: Partially Developed Argument The four papers below are examplb
of Partially Developed Arguments. These papers include an opinion statement
and clear reasons to support the opinion. They also contain attempts to
develop the opinion with further explanation. However, the explanations given
are not developed or elaborated. These papers may also contain an implicit
reference to the opposing point of view.
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#2 (Eighth Grade)
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Example #3 (Eighth Grade)

" Look mom, I know you dont want me to have a sling-

shot, but think of all the wonderful things I could do with

it' There are tons of reasons why I should be able to have

one. Here are just some of the reasons.

For Lytle thing. I would be able to keep the neighboors

cats away from the birds in the bird house! I know you'd

hate it if those cats got in there and actually ATE one!

Another reason is at Christmas time, I could go out

and kill maybe a squirrel and make an ornament out of him!

I know you spend clot of money on Christmas decorations

every year.

And most importantly, I feel that you should let me

have a slingshot because I am on top of everything. I' m

doing well in school, been doing my homework, and for the

past week, I've been babv-sitting my little brother!

I deserve a slingshot!"
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Exinith #4 (EVA Grade)
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4: Developed Argument The four papers below are examples of Devel-
oped Arguments. In these papers, the writers state their opinions with reasons
to support their opinions. They also include at least one explanation that is
well developed. Rhetorical devices (such as sequence of events, comparison/
contrast, problem/solution, and classification) may be used to develop the
explanation. These papers may also contain a brief summary of the opposite
point of view.
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Example #2 ( Grmie)

Dear Editor,

feel that the school lunches are very distasteful and

to worsen the problem, some of the cafeteria workers are

discourteous and impolite. With the addition of long lines,

it just isn't worthwhile to eat at our school cafeteria.

Many of the meals they serve us are unappealing and are

made with such a low grade of food that they are not

healthy. Also, sometimes the food is either cold or too hot

to eat.

Many of the cafeteria workers make wmting even more

unpleasant. Some of them tend to have an unfriendly

attitude. Whenever they give instructions, they holler :A.

you instead of kindly

To improve the school lunches, 1 suggest that the

school should buv a higher grade of food and try to fix the

meals more to the student body's liking. Maybe the mchool

can also serve a mixture of dishes so that each student can

picic the food of their choice. I know that changes will

cost money, but it 2S time to make changes and T'm sure most

of the students would be wlling to spend a little more to

have a better lunch.

Sincerely,
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Example #3 (Eighth Grade)
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6: Partially Developed Refutation In order to be classified as Partially
Developed Refutations, papers had to include a clear opinion statement, With
reasons to support the opinion, and elaborated explanations. These papers also
should contain an adequate summary of the opposite point of view and may
include some attempt to discuss this oppining position. No papers submitted
fit into this category.

Developed Refiltation For papers to be considered Developed Refuta-
tions, they had to contain opinion statements, reasons to support the opinion,
explanations of these reasons, plus a discussion and/or refutation of the
opposing point of view. The refutation must be clear and explicit, including a
discussion of why the opposing viewpoint is limited or incorrect No papers
submitted fit into this category.
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PART 4: Peens

The following ouunples illustrate the poems that were submitted. The first

four examples were written by fourth graders; the last three by eighth graders.

Example #I (Fourth Groh)
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Exam* #3 (Fm* Grade)
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Ex . #4 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #5 (ElO Grade)
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lies* 16 (BOA Grade)

'The Dinoikette

fez time, I mizzed the Auz.
My moffeh 40 mad, 4he'h 4ta4Ling to OU.6.6.

She pickh me up in a lemon o/ a can,
I'm thinking cutout an ani4y on a dinozaun,
Men all a zadden, the can ztopz.
And the nadio'h ztiti zinging Setopz.
Mom caltz Dad Aom m04k.
Age4 that; Ahe tniez the can again, amd it
4taraz with a jenk.
Men Mom getz Sack,
To the houz
Shea hang hen coat on the /Lack,

7aik to hen zpouze, when he getz
Home.

ztand up (az tat, az a gnome),
And yeil.....and yea... yell...
7hen mayte the houze
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Ex 1 III #7 ( '1 1 Grade)
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PART 5: Lettas

The following examples illustrate the letters that were submitted, but could
not be classified as informative or persuasive. The first five were written by
fourth graders; the last two by eighth graders.

#1 (Nob Grade)
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Emu*. #2 (Fourth Grade)
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Example #3 (Fourth Grade)
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Ex .1 #5 (Fourth Grade)
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PART 6: Research Reports

The following research paper, "The History of the Mite House," is typical of
the several research reports that were submitted. This paper was written by an
eighth grader. Some of the other topics of research reports were: Abraham
Lincoln, Watergate, and World War II in the Pacific.

I.
1.00.

The History of the

WhIte House
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November 2, 1800, President John Adams, moved into the White

House. Evr since that day, each president has lived there

during his term. It also houses a number of administation

offices. Over the years, the White House has become a groat

symbol of th executive branch of the United States. It has also

become one of the world-wide symbols of Democracy.
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Chapter I

Construction of the White Souse

In 1791, United States Congress was looking for a permanent

home for the federal government.' They decided to build a

capital city along the Potomac River. They also needed a

President's Mansion in the capital.

Congress offered $500.00 to any architect who could design

the best President's Mansion. An Irish-born architect named

James Hoban and eighteen other architects sent in their plans for

the perfect President's Mansion.2

President George Washington looked over all the plans and

decided that Hoban's would be the best, even though Congress

requested that the porch and wings of the Hoban's plans be

deleted.

In July of 1792, the commissioner invited James Hoban to the

Federal City (soon to be called Washington, D.C.). When he

arrived there, he saw that the 'laity" was nothing more than a

swamp.

On October 12, 1792, the first cornerstone of the mansion

was laid. It was the first government building to be started in

the city. Hoban figured that they had eight more years to build

the mansion. Hut Congress were running low on money, and

materials were hard to get.

President John Adams and his wife Abigail were ready to move

in, even though only siz rooms were ready for occupancy; but they

moved in anyway.
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Chapter II

Living in the White Nouse

Abigail Adams moved into the mansion on the night of

Novembr 16, 1800. President John Adams moved in two weeks

earlier. When she got there, she soon learned about all the

inconveniences of living in the unfinished mansion; however, she

was pleased with the mansion despite the many problems

President Adams decided to lend dignity to the new white

mansion. Re called it the "President's Palace". On New Years

Day, 1001, the President Adams held the first formal reception in

Abigail's upstairs oval room.

The next President to serve his term and move into the Wbite

HOUSS was Thomas Jefferson. Since the mansion can Only be

occupied by the President in office, Ex-president Adams had to

move out. Jefferson did not believe that the President should

live in a palace; he merely called it th "President's Rouse".

Since the "President's Nouse" was not yet finished, ho took

great pride in finishing and furnishing many of the rooms in it.

Re added a porch and low colonnades. Re added East and West

Terraces to the growing mansion.

Also, be furnished the State oval room quite elegantly. R

used it to meet important dignitaries. It is called the Slue

Room. He chose not to finish the East Room. Instead, he used it

aS an extra pantry. President Jefferson did most of his form41
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entertaining in the two parloro on either side of the Blue Room.

These rooms were named after the colors most used in them. The

room decorated in red is called the Red Room, and the room

decorated in green is called the Green Room.

Before Jefferson moved into the capital city, it was a bog.

But he made it fit for carriages and had poplar trees planted

along the streets.

The nest president and his wife to live in the White house

were James and Dolly Madison. Dolly had many gay parties in the

President's Rouse. When Congress granted money for furniture,

Dolly Bought mirrors to brighten up the mansion.
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Chapter III

The Burning of the White Souse

In 1814, the Baited States was at war with England in the

War of 1$12. Part of this time, President Madison was away,

leaving Dolly alonf/ in the White Nouse. It was then, that word

had spread that the British were coming to Washington. Dolly

carefully packed some important state papers and a large portrait

of Oeorge Washington taken from the frame and hidden. Then Dolly

disguised herself as a poor farmer's vife, entered a waiting

stage coach, and fled to safety.

That night the Bri.'sh burned every government building to

the ground, including the White Souse. The next day, the only

structure left of the mansion wer the four blackened outside

walls. Mt. Bohan was again called back to rebuild the White

Mouse. The mansion was finally rebuilt and the walls were again

white.

President Monroe was the new President It cost so much to

rebuild and restore the house that Congress had barely any noney

for furniture. Monroe offered to sell his own furniture to raise

more money. With this money, Congress bought elegant French

furniture for the mansion, sone of which is still being used in

the White Rouse today.
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Chapter Iv

Changes in tbe White Nouse

President Monroe liked to live very formally. After the

fire, be redid the White Nouse to suit his taste. Re also

preferred to call the mansion the "Executive Mansion". Even

tbough be called it the Executive Mansion, everyone ls called

it just the White Nouse.

Jackson was the next president. Ns made many isportant

changes in the White Rouse. Na bad water piped into the mansion,

making it no longer necessary to carry it in by band. No added

tbe North Porch, or portico. Tbis gave the Wbite Nouse the

address 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. "This entrance shall be used

only by kings, queens and very isportant people," Jackson

announced.5 This custom is still observed today.

Jackson also finished the Bast Room. It became the formal

reception room, but it was also used as a play room for the

children of the White Nouse. Gradually, the 16 acres of the

Visite Nouse were drained, and gardens were planted there. Gas

lights were installed in the mansion in the 1040's.

In MO President Fillmore made headlines wten be bad the

first bathtub in the Wbite Nouse installed. People were

concerned because they considered tub bathing dangerous. Re also

biAaght a cookstove for the kitchen, but tbe cook refused to use

it because she felt comfortable with the big fireplace used up
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to this time. so President 7illmore himself learned how to use

tbe stove and then taught the cook.

Meanwhile, Mrs. Fillmore, being a teacher, realized that

there were no books in the mansion- not even a dictionary! With

the money Congress granted for books, Mrs. Fillmore selected the

first books for the White Nouse Library.

When Chester Arthur became President, he refused to move in

unti? everything was reZurnished and redecorated. U. had twenty-

four wagon-loads of furniture sold at an auction. Today, the

government has a lavr prohibiting such a procedure. All furniture

not wanted must by law be sent to the Smithsonian Institution.

As the country grew and changed so did the mansion.

Telephones were installed. Electricity took the place of gas.

When Theodore Roosvelt became President, the house was

becoming too small for a large family and a growing staff. Also

the president was informed by engineers that the foundations were

weak. Congress agreed that after one hundred years, the house

needed extensive renovation.

The Roosevelts had to temporarily move out of the mansion,

so that the engineers, painters, and carpenters could do their

jobs. They put steel beams in the basement to support the

mansion and elongated the dining room to seat one hundred people.

A wing was added for presiient offices, and the second floor was

made into a private home for the President and his family. They

also added a wing for the offices of the president.

"Let's change the name officially to the White Rouser"
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Roosevelt said to Congress. "That's what everyone calls it

anyway.m4 In 1902, Congress passed a law making the "White

Souse,' the official title of the mansion.

With the White Mouse fully renovated, it ventually still

seemed too small; President Coolidge adds* a third floor, which

provided extra bedrooms and needed storage space. In the 1930's

President Roosevelt added a swimaing pool.

Along with the rest of the country, during World War II,

precautions were taken to protect the White Rouse. Black-out

curtains were installed, underground offices and bomb shelters

were built, and machine guns were mounted on the roof.

During President Marry Truman's term in office in 1948, he

was alerted to the alaraing possibilty that the building might

collapss at any moment. It seems that over the many years of

changes in pipes and electrical wiring, and the wear and tear

caused by the thousands of sight-seers who toured through the

White House, the building was under too great a strain.

At first, serious thought was given to tearing down the

place and building a modern new White Rouse, but the American

people wanted their original mansion preserved. It was finally

decided to dismantle each room carefully and to rebuild just as

close as possible to its original design. It was a tremendous

job. The architects used the basic plans made by James Hoban.

They added a strong foundation that could withstand the heavy

traffic. Congress gladly granted the nearly 6 million dollars,

which was a very large sum during that period of time.

During President John P. Remedy's presidency, Mrs. Mennedy

restored and added many beautiful furnishings and valuable art

work to make the White House a showcase of the country.
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Chapter V

The White Rouse Today

Today the Whits Rouse has become the most famous house in

the world. Millions tour it each year.

The White Souse itself is surrounded by la acres of

beautiful garde= scenery. It has trees, flowers, and a groat

lawn called the President's Park,s There are now 132 rooms in

the White Nouse. There ars 323 permanent staff working in the

White Rouse.6

The East Wing of the White Nouse serves as a public

ntrance, and houses many offices for the Presidnt's staff. The

public rooms of the White Nouse are used for weddings, parties,

and other social events. Examples of these rooms are the Red

Rtsom, Green Room, Blue Room, and the East Roos. The East Room is

used to display caskets of the Presidents who have died during

their term like Lincoln, Kennedy, etc.7

The Executive Wing of the house is where the offices of the

President and other government officials are located. The Oval

Office, which is the President's office, was added in 1934 by

President Roosevelt. The top two floors of the White Nouse ars

the official living quarters of the President snd his family.

In th West Terrace of th White House is the family's

private movie theater. The indoor swimming pool is located in

the East Terrace. Above that area are the Whit. Nouse press

facilities, where presidential speeches are televised via

satellite all over the world.6
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Chapter VI

Ghosts in th White Souse?

Rome people claim they have seen a ghost in th White Nouse!

Wll-knomm people like Winston Churchill and Princess Julianne of

the Netherlands claim that they had seen Lincoln's ghost in his

bedroom at the White Nouse.9

Also members of th Reagan family claim that they had seen

him. When Maureen Reagan and her hustband, slept in the

Lincoln's Bedroom, they said they have experienced the presence

of Lincoln's spirit. President Reagan and Nancy Reagan refused

to be spooked by Lincoln's ghost, but "there is one other member

of the First Family who believes. Nancy Reagan says Rex, the

family dog, often barks at the Lincoln Bedroom door, but refuses

to go in."10
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As our country has grown and matured, so has the White House

refloated all these Changes and improvements. This Mansion is

not just the living and working quarters of our Presidents, but

also an important symbol of our American heritage. Bach

President has loft his mark, good or bad, during his term of

office. The people of our country over th years hove developed

a deep love and pride for our great growing and changing White

Rouse.
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Appendix

Appendix k Demographic Characteristics of the

School-Based Writing Study Partidpants

This report contains results for groups ofstudents within the nation defined

by certain demographic characteristics. The definitions for subgroups, used in

all NAEP assessments, as defined by gender, race/ethnicity, parents' education

level, geographic region, and type of community follows.

Gender. Results are reported sepr ately for males and females. Gender was

reported by the student.

RotojEtiodeity. Results are presented for students of different racial/ethnic

groups according to the following mutually exclusive categories: White,

Black, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, and American Indian (including

Alaskan Native). Some racial/ethnic results are not reported separately be-

cause there were too few students in the classification. However, the data for

all students, regardless of whether their racial/ethnic group was reported

separately, were included in computing the overall results.

Ponds' Edna*. Loyd Students were asked to indicate the extent of school-

ing for each of their parents did not finish high school, graduated from

high school, had some education after high school, or graduated from college.

The response indicating the higher level of education for either parent was

selected for reporting.

Gaya* Region. The United States has been divided into four regions:

Northeast, Southeast, Central, and West.

Typo of Comosity. Results are provided for three mutually exclusive commu-

nity types advantaged urban, disadvantaged urban, and extreme rural

areas that typically reveal differences in students' performance. The definitions

of these areas follows.
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Advantaged Urban: Students in this group reside in metropolitan statisti-
cal areas and attend schools where a high proportion of the students' parents
are in professional or managerial positions.

Disadvantaged Urban: Students in this group reside in metropolitan
statistical areas and attend schools where a high proportion of the students'
parents are on welfare or are not regularly employed.

Extreme Rurab Students in this group do not reside in metropolitan
statistical areas. They attend schools in areas with a population below 10,000
where many of the students' parents are farmers or farm workers.

Table A.1 presents the percentages of students who participated in this school-based
writing study in each of the major demographic categories.

Grade 4 Grath 8

Ode
Fan*

52
48

51
49

Roco/Etbildty Wles 68 71
Ike 17 15
ape* 10 10
Mir 5 4

Pants' Levol Lass dm N.S. 6 8
of iikkation ILS. Grad. 18 34

Sumo EL sifts ILL 4 12
Gasp Grad 39 36
Mama 33 9

GoorePle Ilidbeast 28 24
Regius SupthessI 27 22

Cattri 20 23
Was? 25 31

Typo of Advadspod 12 13
Commaly Dissimespi 10 8

Exton Iva 11 7

*Due to rounding, percentages may not equal 100.
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Append* B: %gents' Performance im School-Based

Writing and Their Use of Process Strategies

and Resources for Writing

The table in this appendix presents the percentages of students at each score level whose

papers contained evidence ri having employed process strategies and resources for

writthg. Process strategies inchide major revisions (changes beyond the sentence level),

minor revisions (changes at the word or sentence level), and other strategies, such as

conferencing with peers or teachers. Resources frarwriting include using one's CAVI1 ideas,

referring to something ont has read, or referring to sounding one has studied.

Use of Proceu Strategies

Sao 1 Son 2 Sow 3 Sew 4 Score 5 Sal 6

Grade 4 flieler lharliees 1 0 2 0 10" 0"
Mx Revision 27 23 22 19 7** 0**
Odor Strefesios 32 37 43 57 61" 100"

erode $ hvidons 0 0 2 1 7 10"
Nen lievhbas 27 30 29 30 48 52"
Wm %de& 34 32 51 53 55 50"

Use of Rewires for Writing

Score 1 Store 2 ken 3 Sao 4 Score 5 Score 6

Grade 4 Ow Was 80 8; 81 62 44" 0"
had 10 11 12 16 41** 100"
Sidled 10 9 8 14 25** 100"

GridsI Owilim 94 91 89 95 95 80"
Rad 5 7 13 14 18 41"
Shedisd 3 4 6 4 7 0"

"Due to small sample size. interpret with caution.
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